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UNIVERSITY TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.

INTRODUCTION.

The Association of Urban Universities, organized in Washington,
D. C., November 9-10, 1914, held its second conference in Cincinnati,
November 15-17, I915. At the first meeting the discussions em-
braced broad questions, such as: The need for universities main-
tained as parts of the systems of public education in cities; the
functions of such institutions, and the forms of service to the cities
which they and the privately endowed universities of urban location
should undertake. The proceedings were printed in Bulletin, 1915,
No. 38, of the Bureau of Education. The second conference was
given over primarily to ti consideration of training for public
service.

The program had three subdivisions:. The need for cooPeration
between the university and the city governments in providing train-
ing for public service, methods of training, and the results of
Cooperative training. As an introductioto the abridged forms
of some of the papers read at the conference and printed in this
bulletin, it may be well to indicate, in a related and organized way,
the most important conclusions which were brought out in various
Arts of different addresses and discussions.

I. While the general function of all institutions of higher learn-
ing is-to give, a rounded training for the cultivation of broad infor-
mation and lofty character, those situated in cities should especially
emphasize the duties of citizenship and. the need for responsible and
efficient government. Furthermore, they should offer special work
to train for the duties peculiar to urban activities in the arts,
sciences, and industries.

II. Courses of training for public service should be organized
for two purposes, at least:

(a) To develop leading citizens who will understand the ma-
chinery of governmetal busines- and support movements for city
betterment.

(b) To train experts to enter city service.
III. Though the effective demand by city officials for such trained

experts is now much below to obvious need, and though the degree
of encouragement from most civil-service commissions and atipoint-
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.6 UNIVERSITY TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.

ing officers now leaves much to be desired, conditions are improving;
and, furthermore, the training has educational value, if it does not
lead immediately to an official position.

IV. The training should be concrete and replete with field work in
bureaus and departments of the city. Methods similar to those used
in cooperative engineering, pedagogical, medical, and other profes-
sional courses should be employed. .

V. Various ways of organizing, conducting, and crediting this
fieldwork have been devised and are now in operation, but the whole
technique is in need of standardization.

VI. It was resolved that the work of the year for the association
would be to make a thorough study of fold work. A conunittee was
appointed to do this, and its report will be the basis of much of the
discussion at the next meeting. Committee: Chairman, President
Parke R. Kolbe, of the Municipal -University of Akron; President
William T. Foster, of Reed College; Prof. Augustus R. Hatton, of
Western Reserve University; President Charles William Dabney, of
the University of Cincinnati; President Godfrey, of Drexel Insti-
tute; Dean Otis W. Caldwell, of the University of Chicago; Dean
Everett, W. Lord, of Boston University; Prof. James Q. Dealey, of
Brown University; Prof. Philip A. Parsons, of Syracuse University.

Officers were elected as follows:
President. Sidney Edward Mezes, LL. I).. president of the Col-

lege oP the City of New York, for a term of one year.
Vice pre4dent.-L,-Augustus R. Hatthn, Ph. professor of political

tkience, Western Reserve University, for a term oftwO years.
Secretary-treasurer.--rederick B. Robinson, Ph. D., director of

the evening session and municipal courses,4011ege. of the City
of New York, for a term of three years.

The growing interest in the work of the Association of Urban
Universities is indicated by the'increase in membership and by the
notable gathering of educators at the conference. Membership is by
institution. The first 16 following are charter members, and the
rest joined at the second conference: Boston University ; The College
of the City of New York; Hunter College of the City of New York;
Johns Hopkins University,, Baltimore, Md.; Municipal University
Of Akron, Akron, Ohio; New York University; Northwestern Uni-
versity, Evanston, Ill.; Reed College, Portland, Oreg.; Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pa.; Toledo University; University of
Buffalo; University of Cincinnati; University of Louisville, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; University of Pitts-
burgh; Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.; Brown University,
Providence, R. I.; Case School of Applied Sciences, Cleveland,
Ohio; Clark University, Worcester, Mass.; Drexel Institute, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.; University :
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of Toronto, Canada; University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.; Uni-
versity of Washington, Seattle, Wash.; University College of the
University of Chicago; University of Denver; university df Roch-
ester; Syracuse University; Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.;
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio; Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio; Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.;
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

The following educators were present at the conference:
Morton A. Aldrich, dean of the College of Commerce, Tulane University ; repre-

senting also the New Orleans Association of Commerce, New Orleans, La.
William II. Allen, Plandome, New York.
W. M. Anderson, professor of physics, University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
Charles A. Andrews, Manufacturers' Equipment Co., Waban, Mass.
S. W. Atkin, National Cash Register Co., Payton, Ohio.
Frederick E. Ayer, dean of the College of Engineering, Municipal University of
. Akron, Akron, Ohio.
Brown Ayres, president of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
Will P. Blair, secretary of National Paving Brick Manufacturers' Association,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Leonard Blakey, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edgar E. Brandon, (lean of the College of Liberal Arts, Miami University,

Oxford, Ohio.
E. S. Brandt, promotion secretary, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
E. J. Brown, superintendent of Dayton public schools, Dayton, Ohio.
Edward L Burchard, secretary of the Civic Extension Commission, Chlafgo, Ill.
Allen T. Burns, director of the Cleveland Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio.
Otis W. Caldwell, dean of University College, University of Chicago, Chicago,
m.

C. E. Chadsey, superintendent of public schools, Detroit, Mich.
A. E. Claggett, principal of Parker High School, Dayton, Ohio.
Waiter E. Clark, professor of political science, the College of the City of New

York.
Robert T. Crane, professor of political science, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor. Mich.
Allan R. Cullimore, dean of the Coll,ege of Industrial Science, Toledo University ;

also representing Society for the Promotidn of Engineering Education, Toledo,
Ohio.

Charles William Dabney, president of the University of Cincinnati.
Dwight T. Davis, City Plan Commission, St. Louis, Mo. ,
J. Q. Dealey, professor of social and political science, Brown University, Provi-

dence, R. I.
W. E. Dorland, Chamber.of Commerce or the United States of America; New

York City.
Rev, Arthur Dumper, Dayton, Ohio.
G. W. Dyer, professor of economics, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
John W. Fahey, president of Chamber of Commerce of the United States of

America, Boston, Mass.
Robert A. Falconer, president of the University of Toronto, Canada.
A. N. Farmer, National Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Charles E. Ferris, dean of the College of Engineering, University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, Tenn.
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Edward A. Fitzpatrick, Society for the Promotion of Training for Public Service,
Madison, Wis.

John S. Fletcher. associate professor of political science, University of Chatta-' nooga, Chattanooga, Tenn.
George W. Forbes, professor of philosophy, Um. ?rsity of Rochester, N. Y.
A. Y. Ford, president of the board of trustees, University of Louisville, Louis-

ville, Ky.
William T. Foster, president of Reed College, Vortland, Oreg.
Hollis Godfrey, president of Drexel Institute; also representing the city of

Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pa.
F. H. Hankins, department of economics and sociology, Clark University ; also

representing Clark College, Worcester, Mats.
J. M. Hanson. Charity Organization Society, Youngstown.
Mrs. L. G. Hartman, registrar of the University of Cincinnati ; representing also

the National Association of Registrars.
Augustus R. Hatton, professor of political science, Western Reserve University,

Cleveland, Ohio.
C. R. Hebble, National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. N. Hitchcock, Akron Bureau of Municipal Research, Akron, Ohlo.
George W;Hoke, professor of geography, Miami University, Oxiford, Ohio.
Charles S. Howe, president of the Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland,

Ohio.
Sydney D. M. Hudson, New York School of Philanthropy, New York City.
Lauder W. Jones, professor of chemistry, i'niversity of Cincinnati ; represent-

ing also Williams College; Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clyde L. King, assistant professor of political science, University of Pennsyl-

vania ; also representing city of Philadelphia, Pa.
Thomas J. Knight, Louisville People's Forum Al Louisville Commercial Club,

Louisville, Ky.
Parke R. Kolbe, president of the Municipal University of Akron, Ohlo.
Daniel Laurence, secretary of the University of Cincinnati ; representing also

the Association of Business Officers of Universities.
john H. Leets, dean of the School of Applied Science, Carnegie Institute of

Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
8; B. Linhart, secretary of the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ilitton E. Loomis, registrar of New York University, New York City.
Everett W. Lord, dean of the College of Business Administration, Boston Uni-

versity, Boston, Mass.
S. Gale Lowrie, professor of political science, University of Cincinnati.
Arch N. Maiidel, Dayton Bureau of Municipal Research, Dayton, Ohio. a
Leon C. Marshall, dean of the College of Commerce, University of Chicago, Mil-

cago,
Walter Matscheck, Wisconsin Efficiency Bureau, Madison, Wis.
Sidney E. Metes, president of the College of tile City of New York.
W. E. Morrow, Louisville Board of Trade, Louisville, Ky.
Henry Moskowitz, president of the New York Civil Service Commission, New

York.
Edwin L. Miller, Detroit, Mich.
L. H. Murlin, president of Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Charles P. Norton, chancellor of the University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
0. E. Olin, professor of economics, Municipal University of Akron, Ohio.
Frances Parott, Dayton, Ohio.
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John L. Patterson, dean of the College of Liberal Arts, University of Louisville;
also representing the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the
Southern States ; Louisville, Ky. -

J. J. Pettijohn, director of extension division, Indiana University, Blooming-
ton, Ind.

L. C. M. need, Chain ser of Commerce of the United States of America, Wash-,
ington, D. C.

C. E. Itightor7 director of the Dayton Bureau of Municipal Research; Dayton,
Ohio.

Frederick B. Robinson, director of the evening session, College of the City of
New York, New York City.

Frederick W. Roman, professor of economics. Unlvbrsity of Syracuse; also rep-
resenting the city of Syracuse, N. Y.

James thinly Ropes, Hollis professor of divinity, Dexter lecturer on Biblical
literature, anti dean in charge of univertity extension, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.

Hernial' Schneider, (lean of the College of Engineering, University of Cincin-
nati, Cincinnati, Ohio.

J. A. Shnwan, superintendent of the Columbus public schools; representing also
the National Council of I.:iluention; Columbus, Ohio.

A. I. Spittoon, professor 'of English, Municipal University of.Akron, Ohio.
Henry Russell Spencer. professor of political science, Ohio State University,

(Columbus, Ohio.
Arthur E. Swanson, assistant professor-.of (inunnies and business organizatiOn

and director of evening classes, Northwestern Unlverity, Evanston, Ill.
D. Upson, executive secretary, National Cash Itegist4 Co., Dayton, Ohio.

George H. Wallace, Pittsburgh, Pa.
'(i. A. \Vartiel'l, dean of the School of Commerce, University of Denver, Denver,

Colo.
George F. Willett, Norwood Civic Association, Norwood, Mass.
C. H. Winder, superirtendenti.4 the city schools, Chattanooga, Tenn.
John W. Withers, pi incitail Harris Teachers College ; also representing the S.

Louis public schools, St. fouls, Mo.
Howard Woodheud, department of sociology, University of Pittsburgh ; also

representing the American Sociological Society, Pittsburgh,.Pa.
S. M. Woodward, professor of mechanics and hydraulics, College of Applied

Science, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Victor S. Yarros, Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy, Chicago,
L. S. Young, associate professor of political science, University- of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Besides these educators a large representation from the instructional .

staff of theUniversity of 'Cincinnati attended the confeience. The
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce and business organizations of the
city sent delegates and did much to help in making various arrange-
ments for meetings and entertainment.

The first president of thicassociation, Dr. Charles William Dabney,
president of the University of Cincinnati, welcomed the conference
td Cincinnati and to the university and presided at most of the meet-
ings. He and Prof. S. Gale Lowrie., as secretary of the committee of
arrangements,' bad organized a most interesting program of vizita,-
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tion which demonstrated the remarkable work of the University of
Cincinnati in cooperation with the educational, businew, and gov-
ernmental agencies of the city. Probably than in any other
single place, the ideals for which the Association of Urban Uni-

diversities stands are being realized in Cincinnati.
FREDERICK 13. .ROBIN SON,

Secretary, The College of the City of New York.



I. THE GENERAL RELATION OF THE UNIVERSITY TO
THE CITY.

WELCOME.

BY HON. FREDERICK S. SPIEGEL,
Mayor of Cincinnati.

Training fospublic service, long established in Germany, has been
considered only for a few decades within the boundaries of the
United States. Heretofore, in America, .faith has been not so
much in training for public service as in tie old German proverb,

To him to whom the dear Lord gives an office he will also give the
necessary sense to conduct it properly."

It is good to know that we have indeed come to a realization
of the necessity of training properly for public service. This neces-
sity is emphasized in ourown case by the fact that our city, to which
I take more than ordinary pleasure in welcoming you, is expending
almost e*ht million dollars a year for the welfare of its citizens.
Since this amount must be raised by taxation, its expenditure in
various departments should be conducted wisely and judiciouslfb
Under our plan of government the mayor is responsible for every
act of his subordinates. When once you realize the amount of work
that he is expected to do, you will understand what the duties of a
mayor presiding over a corporation of this kind are; and you will
also agree that two years is 'tot enough time to train him to dis-
charge properly the duties of his office. Thus, you will see how
absolutely appropriate it is that in your discussions' here in one of
the metropolises of the State of Ohio you should give serious con-
sideration to this matter of training for public. service. In your
endeavor to solve this question satisfactorily, I wish you all success
in the world.

What I particularly desire is this, that you will impress upon
the people tl of giving greater liberty to the cities of the dif-
ferent States, in order that they may become at least what they
are in Europe, each a free state within a state; in order that the
city may be able to conduct not merely its educational, but all of its
enterprises without being circumscribed by laws, and by being com-
pelled to-go to the State legislature, as undoubtedly you have had

11
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to do in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, or in any other State of
the Union. As the creature of the State, each city must ask permis-
sion to tax itself and to spend its own money in furtherance of "the
higher ideals of this century.

Furthermore, the time has passed for us to discuss simply the
Constitution; the time has come in this great day of progress when
we should consider the details of administration, realizing that the
proper functioning of these deta is is more necessary to our welfare
than an academic_discussion of t e Constitution.

RESPONSE.

BY CHARLES P. NORTON,
Chancellor of the University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. N.

We have come with peculiar eagerness to Cincinnati because here
in Cincinnati is an .organization at work demonstrating that one of
the great problems of the day. the training of Americans for public
service, is being solved, and solved well. I come from the city of
Buffalo. Buffalo is like so many cities of the United States which

-have sprung into being as the creation and result of the4oining of
the great railroads and the industries, and the imperious demand
of them both for labor. To Buffalo, as to Cincinnati, there have
come the children of the nations of the earth who have hard in
their distant lands the mighty call of the voice of a new etc whose
name is Freedom.- They have come with freedom as a new concept
to them, confusing it, too often, with wealth and easy living, bring-
ing the inheritance that :,heir forefathers passed, on to them, with
the notions of government prevalent in their own countries. And
among this huge host there were but few, very few; trained to regard
the real basic principles of democracy as living forces for the guid-
ance of communities.

On the other hand, they have come to America, bringing to it
a wealth of excellent traits. Thousands of Germans have come.
bringing theidealism of their race; thousands of Irish, bringing
their. ready wit and humor and loyalty. The French have brought
their charming manners, their grace, their Aestheticism; the Jew
and the nations of the East their spiritual perception which men
of other races have wondered at, but to which they have never at-
tained. On the basic characteristic of the first English settlers, the
civic structure is founded in the English sense of fairness and of
love of order and of law and of liberty. Italians are here, with their
loin of grace, art, and music. Yes, each nation has come to my city,
has oome to every city in this country, bringing to 'it its be for
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the making of the character of a new type of man. It is for us
educators to develop their traits and add to these qualities, Ow,
making the new man one who,is generous, patient, humble minded,.
strong, brave, wise, and merciful. And then, when we have trained
this composite type of man, we shall christen him with a new and
glorious name in history as the citizen who is the evolution of the
ages; and the name we shall give him will be " American.' This
new man looks upon a new world, with new work laid ready to his
hand.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century an epoch was entered
marked by many distinctions, but most strikingly by what may be
called the transformation of the world. The generations before that
time, whether ancient or modern, had found the world in which
they lived much the same, so far as concerns the common conditions
of life; but for us of the present age it has been utterly transformed.
Its distances mean nothing that they formerly did ; its terrifying
pestilences have been half subdued, by discovery of the germs from
which they spring; its very storms, by being sentineled, have lost
half their power tO surprise us in our travels or our work. Netting
the earth with steam and electric railways, seaming it with canals,
wire-stringing it with telegraphic and telephonic lines; ferrying its
oceans with swift, steam-driven ships; ploughing, planting, har-
vesting, spinning, weaving, knitting, sewing, writing, printing, doing
everything, with cunning machines and with tireless forces borrowed
from coal mines and from waterfalls, men are making a new world
for themselves out of that in which they lived at the dawn of thaera
of mechanism and steam.

These; however, are but outward features of the change that is
being wrought in the world. Socially, politically, morally, it has
been undergoing, in this epoch, a deeper change. The growth of
fellow-feeling that began in the last century has been an increasing
growth. It has not ended war, nor the passions that cause war, but
it is rousing an opposition which gathers strength every year, and
it is forcing nations to settle their disputes by arbitration, more and
more. It has made democratic institutions of government so com-
mon that the few arbitrary governments now remaining in civilized
countries seem disgraceful to the people who endure them so long.
It has broken many of the old yokes of conquest., and revived the
independence of many long-subjugated' States. It has swept away
unnatural boundary lines which separated peoples of kindred Ian-
gnage and race. It is pressing long-neglected questions of right
and justice on the attention of all classes of men everywhere, and
requiring that answers shall be found.

Even these are but minor effects of the prodigious change that the
nineteenth century has brought into the experience of mankind.
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;ear beyond them all in importance are the new conceptions of the
universe, the new suggestions and inspirations to all human thought
that science has been giving in these later years. N If we live in a
world that is different from that, which our sncestors knew, it is
still more the fact that we think of a different universe, and feel
differently in our relations to it.

We are the vedettes of a host which shall come to its work of
serving and developing the mighty forces that the age in which we
live has called into beipg. And one of the chiefest of them, is this
governmental experiment, the municipality which we are now con-
sidering. iThe population of the United States at the time of the
formation' of the Constitution was rural. It is now urban. At the
time of the formation of the Constitution the little town meeting
was the fundamental idea upon which the Constitution rested, and
it was administered by men trained in the English common law
and the English constitution, of which it was in fact the outgrowth.
To-day the intellectual forces that create the American Constitution
no longer are the inheritance of the majority of American citizens.
Especially is this the case in the city, and in the cities one of the
works of most importance is to either teach the citizens of cities
.,the principles of democracy embodied in the American Constitution,
or else to teach them principles evolved out of the great principles of
human brotherhood which shall be better than the principles which
the founders of the Constitution taught.

We are coming to try and find ways and means to develop the
cosmopolitan man, the American, and to make him worthy of the
new day that in our own time has dawned so splendidly upon human-
ity. And the true ultimate of this democracy, if we can develop this
cosmopolitan man to grow up to it and adapt him to this new world,
is that brotherhood of man which Christ founded so many years ago.

Cincinnati has been for generations an intellectual center, and,if you will allow me to be hackneyed, a veritable Athens of the West.
It is fitting that this city should initiate and put into practical shape
these principles of cooperation which are to work here. It is fitting
that she should .initiate and seek out a practical methtd to apply
the higher education and developed knowledge to training her citi-
mins for the service of democracy. In giving to the sons and daugh-
ters of men of small incomes the opportunity of strengthening
themselves in their various livelihoods; in causing the cooperation
between your university and their professions or business or conduct
of life, Cincinnati is giving that equality of opportunity which shall
cherish the new birth of freedom. In training educated and patriotic
citizens for public service she is lessening the chances of defeat in this
trial ofthe theory of the government of the people, by the people, for
*apeople,

witi
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RESPONSE.

By Roma A. FALcorrem,

President of the University of Toronto.

We have all heard for long of certain of the German urban univer-
se 'es which have had close connection with their cities; and some of
us ow very well the great provincial universities of England, such

Leeds, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, and others in which
similar results have been wrought out with great success; but I
think that it is to the honor of the University of Cincinnati to have'
performed a unique function on this continent in being probably the
most representative of these urban universities and an exemplar in
more or less close similitude of the universities of the older countries.

How full of romance is the history of universities, and how splen-
didly the institution has adapted itself to the needs of the age. The
university has been for the most part creative, rather than imitative.
It has been the home of the pioneer thinker and the far-sighted in-
vestigator, from whom ti generous youth has caught a new vision
that caused alarm in the breast of the comfortable conservative, but
which became the dogma of a succeeding age. The university has
done much to give birth to the spirit of each new era. It has, indeed,
served at times to enslave a people to false current conceptions, but
most frequently it has stimulated them to noble patriotism and has
been the home of quickening ideals which were cherished by its
educated youth before their contemporaries were prepared to under-
stand them and adopt them as the ruling conception of the Nation.

We must, therefore, expect that the university of the last quartet
of the nineteenth and the first part of the twentieth century will have
been modified very greatly from any earlier type. This period has
been the age of science, of industrialism, and of cities. Ideas,
methods, and discoveries, many of them by no means new or recent,
suddenly burst into flower and fruit under the ripening atmosphere
of the age. Physical science grew apace. Applications of scientific
results to'industry created new industries or revolutionized old ones.
Inventions and discoveries flowered thick and fast. The means of
communication also have been transformed, and new parts of the
world have been explored. So ramified the land has been with Jrail
ways, so furrowed the ocean with steamships, that the conception of
distance, has been modified and the mystery of the world has in part
vanished.

Another result of these improved means of communication and
of the industrial changes that have come is the shifting of popula-
tion. Villages have become towns; towns have become cities; cities
have begun to rank by the half million inhabitants' standard. The
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urban population in most civilized countries has increased so rapidly
that in some countries one-half in others three-fourths, are now to
be found in cities and towns.

The town as we know it in AMerica differs from the old town in
Europe. It differs in affairs municipal, in affairs industrial, and
in affairs educational. Social change has demanded modifications
in all directions. Old methods and systems have disappeared, and
new ones have taken their place.

In municipal affairs the change is obvious. What was oh per-
k,-

formed or neglected by guilds is now done by the city itself under
its own officials, who do work for the city as a whole and not for
any one class. The expert engineer is one of the officials of greatest
influence in the counsels of the city.

In affairs industrial the change is marked by the disappearance of
tradesmeh, craftsmen, and guilds, who had their privileges, who
trained for the trade, and who transmitted their privileges to others,
and who thus kept alive powerful associations of producers. Not
only has the accumulation of men in cities produced new industries,
but it has led to social changes, through the necessity of caring for
the comfort and health of peoples who haVe thus been gathered
together. A sense of community life has been diffused through the
State, the city being regarded as an organism, and part of the higher
organism of the State. Everywhere there is an increasing demand
for standards, which have to be observed; standards in education,
standards in sanitary conditions, and standards in the means of.

livelihood. Minima are required : The minimumewage, the minimum
in education, and the minimum as regards housing. This develop-
ment in the character of the town has had its effect also on the in-
dustrial development.

As you think of the manufactures of the country, two classes stand
out before your mind. There is the directing mind; and the execut-
ing arm; the engineer who plans, the artisan who works as he is told.
There is the engineer who has planned the bridge, built the railway,
excavated the foundations; the architect who has designed the
building with its thousands of rooms; the chemist who has discovered
the new methods and valuable by-products; the miner who lays out
the mine. All these are the mind, tKi`controlling thought of our
industrial life. Through them and on their advice the energy and
will of the capitalist set into motion the machinery of our modern
world.

And how complex is the modern world What skilled directors it
demands! It is true that the men who constructed the pyramids,
erected, aqueducts,\chiseled the marble of the Parthenon and
placed it in position combined science and art and engineering skilliz a &shim that challenges our admiration. It. is true that those
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who designed and built the Gothic and Norman cathedrals were
master workmen who need not fear the judgment of any age; but in
variety of activity, in ingenuity, in the range of application of
scientific principles to industry, the modern world stands by itself.
This variety, this multiplicity, demands as never before a multitude
of skilled directors of industry. Wealth would be idle without them,
a., inert mass, blind, and groping darkly.

Now, during the past generation our universjtie have served the
life of the Nation well in supplying the country with thee skilled
leaders of industry. Every large university has its faculty of
applied science, and in most this is the faculty that is growing fastest:
Yet, we do not hear that of the graduates who are sent forth every
spring, like a fleet from our harbor into the ocean of life, there are
many derelicts. They get employment soon ; with their good theory
and their scientific training they pick up through practical expe-
rience the'principles of their industry or trade, and soon step into
positions of command.

Every year we have requests from some source for expansions or
for new departments. We endeavor to supply the greatest needs of
the country, but it is hard to keep up with the industrial demands
of a growing nation.

But what about the noncommissioned officers and men of this
industrial army ? What 9f the foreman and the average artisan?
Less has been done as yet for them than for their leaders. Let me
not, however, allow you to fall into the error of thinking that by
curtailing the education of the leaders you will afurther that of
the men. Too much has not been done for the former. More must
bemire for the latter. Doubtless, the cry has often been heard in
this city, as in others, urging that elementary education should be
furthered and that too much is being spent on higher education.
But the two must go together. A highly educated, well-trained
leadership is bOund to provide for a well-trained workman. Good
engineers require good foremen and good artisans. So in this in-
qir\ect way the university contrillutes through its standards in applied
science to the creation of an industrial education for the workman.

The skilled engineer, the responsible head of an industrial con-
cern, is well aware that his results can only be attained by means of
skilled foremen and intelligent workmen. The higher the attain-
ment and the more outreaching and ambitious the proposals of the
directing head, the more earnest will he be to secure the best possible
men to cooperate with him in carrying out his plans. The necessary
complement to a well-equipped school of practical science or faculty
of applied science in which the leaders of our industries are trained
is a system of secondary industrial education for the training

45424°-16---r-2
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those who are to carry into execution their instru. tiens or designs.
Thus, the university indirectly contributes to e whole industrial
life of the Nation by creating a need for Indust 1 schools through
its demand for efficiency ii-} the workman to carry out the work
assigned him by tk, engineer. In those States and Provinces where
professional education is highest will good secondary education be
called for soonest.

There is another important aspect of the work of the university
in the city life. Thus far we have considered the function of the
university in the actual preparation of the engineer by instruction in
scientific principles, and indirectly and even directly in doing some
thing for those in the employ of the engineer, the great multitude
of workmen. But we must not overlook the character of a university.
In a modern State or city its service is not to be confined to any one
class; it is for the people, not for any one section of the people.
It is not for the city man alone, but also for him who comes from the
village or countryside. In politics city may be ranged -against
country, farmer against manufacturer; in a university never. We
must endeavor .to look at life steadily and, if possible, look at
it 'whole.

A university stands for the advancement of science, knowledge,
the humanities, those principles that are concerned with the constitu-
tion of man as a physical being in a physical environment, as a being
with a mind, a memory, an imagination, and hope, as a member of a
society in which alone he attains to what on this earth we call life.
By the books a mau reads, by the friendly chats with his neighbors,
by his thought on the problems of the State, above all by his kindly
deeds in his own home or circle, and his aspirations Godward, he
finds life filled with a reasonahle and satisfactory content. The func-
tion of a university can be fulfilled only in a social atmosphere in
which the worth of a human life stands forth clear and luminous.
There are hours of work and hours of freedom from labor; the day
or most of it,may be spent in what is often drudgery in order to get
our living. or it may be absorbed in the interest of our work. BO
too much work stales the mind; the bogy needs rest or change of occu-
pation; man should call into exercise other powers than those of
intellect or affection. Man will forever go forth to his work and to

,his labor until the; evening; but it concerns us in the university to
ask in what spirit he fares forth to his work, to what home he re-
turns, and with what measure of intelligence he occupies his evening
hours. It is by this extra accomplishment that man refreshes his
spirit and with the returning day returns renewed to the round of
his toil. Nor is the fullness of life for the rich alone and for the
highly trained professional man. It is the right and privilege of all.
Our social advancement will be measured by the extent of oppor-

arirrilmorrir
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tunity for this self-development and its range among the classes of
the people. Social advancement will manifest itself in industrial
efficiency. From intelligent people will come a grade of industry
immeasurably beyond the work of the dull driven slave.

So the university, open to all and to every class of the community,
aiming only at the pursuit of truth in as wide a field as possible,
must by its liberal studies and its broadly human view endeavor to
set clearly before the people the varied phases of life in its truest
aspectsman's history, his endeavors to understand himself, the laws
of his mind, his principles of conduct, his social efforts, his scientific
interpretation of the universe, and his marvelous control of nature
through the accurate intuition of,its character and his own pow'Ars.
Whatever dignifies.and ennobles man is a theme for our considera-
tion. Therewith labor, one of man's worthiest expressions, in any
and every form, will be invested with a new dignity, and the con-
tempt under which it suffered through the dark centuries, yea,
millenia, when manual toil fell to the lot of the underworld of slaves,
will be replaced by the self-respect of the intelligent workman who
will find his pride in sharing with his sympathetic director the credit
of bringing to pass those results which with comprehension he sees
shaijng under his hand.

II. NEEDS FOR COOPERATION.

CAN BUSINESS METHODS BE APPLIED TO THE CONDUCT OF
MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS?

B GocoRuE F. WILurrr,

Of Willett. Sears aE Co., Boston.

The achievement of a democracy like ours can be no higher th
the standard of its citizenship as expressed not only in the con
of its business affairs but also in the government of the city, the State,
and the Nation, Indeed, the conduct of our Govertunent itself should
be on such a plane that it would serve as the best example and the
highest source of inspiration to our business and commercial interests
rather than merit their disdain. We have the power within us, be-
cause knowledge is power, but as we look about us we have good
reabvn to pause and wonder whether we can so apply it that we may
attain the necessary standard.

It is acknowledged the world over that our most successful Amer-
ican industrial concerns are attaining the very best business methods.
We may well learn to apply them also to 'the conduct of the affairs
of the Governgient.
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There is no business in the world that is more efficiently managed
taking its size into considerationthan the United States Steel Cor-
poration, the largest of our industrial groups. The ownership of this
company lies within a large group of stockholders. 'they choose by
ballot a board of directors, who, in turn, choose an executive com-
mittee for the closer counsel and guidance o f t htir chairman, Judge
Gary, who stands at the head of this general Acecutive department
which determines the plans and policies of the Lusiness. These plans
and pplicies are carried out by the administrative department, which
consists of as many operating unitswith an expert in that particular
line at the head of eachas are required to give every part of the
business competent leadership and oversight; all brought together as
a disciplined, homogeneous group under one administrative or oper-
ating head, President Farrell. l-le, with the heads o? the accounting
and financial divisions, makes contact with the executive head, Judge
Gary, at a single centralized point.

The difference between these two men is typical of the personnel of
the distinct branches which they represent. Judge Gary, trained
as a lawyer, holds his place at the head of the organization because
his unusual executive qualities fit him to represent ably the interests
of the directors and the stockholders; President Farrell is a business
expert strong in practical knowledge of the operating end of the
steel business, in which he has grown up. Those who best know the
methods of this organization believe that they are so sound and
effective that, if the company were to become twice as large, it would
be just as effectively administered as it is to-day. Its ownership is
steadily going into th,f3 hands of its employees and into the hands of
the general citizenship of Ale country at large; but, despite this ever-
widening ownership, the business itself is wisely and successfully
carried on.

It is a simple application of this functional idea of organization
that we have followed in Norwoad, Mass. Ten years ago the situa-
tion in Norwood was ineY"usably bad. We had the highest tax rate
in the State of Massachusetts, $25.60 per thousand. With the excep-
tion of a memorial libraiy, given by a private citizen, we had no
public buildings except our schoolhouses, which were wooden and °if
indifferent style and construction.' Although abounding in splendid
natural advantages, Norwood had no parks or playgrounds, no
hospitals or similar institutions. The railroad station was a dis-
grace, although within a few miles of the station are located some of
the largest industries of their particular kind in the world.

By a more rigid enforcement of the antiquated Massachusetts tax
laws, it became imperative for certain people in Norwood to move
sway. It was apparent that those who remained would haVe a still
heavier burden of taxation to bear, and the prospects of the town
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became critical. Under these circumstances the responsibility of the
citizens asserted itself. There came the realization among all classes
that the town is a unit and that this idea should control the conduct
of its common interests, political and otherwise.

When we began to study our situation from this new point of
view and sought to improve it, it became apparent to us that: First,
the form of town government that the old New England methods
prescribed by law for all Massachusetts towns did not secure unified,
efficient, economical administration of public affairs; second, there
did not exist any single organization capable of looking out for the
nonpolitical and yet common interests of he citizens in matters
civic, charitable, and educational in the broadest sense, in such a
way as to avoid duplication and waste and to secure efficient and
unified handling of them ;,third, in order to make the town planning
effectiveto establish parks, boulevards, playgrounds, and improve
the style and method of building construction and housing condi-
tionsit was wise and necessary to control the ownership of certain
real estate situated at strategic points.

As a first result of this awakened interest; subcommittees were
formed, reassessments of property were made, economies in appro-
priation were introduced, and the matter of devising a business
management 'was taken vigorously in hand. We soon found that in
assessing our taxes we were merely distributing the burden of the
support of government. The vital matter was to determine how
to get the most for the money that was spent.

As a result of several years of study and hard work, a new charter
was adopted which went into effect about a year ago. The principal
feature of this new charter is the separation of the government
into the executive and administrative divisions to which reference
has already been made. The executive or official.division is com-
posed of the elected officials of the town. Various unwieldy
boards and commissions, such as are usually found in municipal
governments, have been consolidated into one board of five mem-
bed (called the selectmen), the chairman of which is the head of
the government. This board performs its duties in the same way
as a board of directors and devotes itself to seeing that the poli-
cies of the townos expressed by the citizens in town meeting are
properly carried out. As a part of their duties they appoint the
board of assessors and the board of relief .(one of the latter board
may be a woman), each consisting of three members. In making
these appointments the idea is carried out that such boards should
be comprised only of those especially fitted for the duties involved
and that on this account the members call be better selected by a
small deliberative commission than by general vote of the sttizens.
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Besides the board of five selectmen, the citizens elect a finance
commission of three members which makes a general audit of all
expenditures and prepares the town budget, and a school commission,
which, as formerly, handles school affairs through a paid superin-
tendent.

The members of the boards of the official divishm receive no salary.
Under the new method a comparatively small amount 'of time

/ and that mainly in the eveningis required of tht m, because the.
Actual performance of the work is delegated to the administrative,
division.

At the head of thisidivision is a general manager. He is chosen
by the selectmen on the basis of merit and fitness alone, and he
is obliged to choose his subordinates on the same basis. He is in
charge of all public work and of the police and fire departments, and
it is his duty -to organize and direCt this work along standardized,
business lines. He is retained in office only so long as he perfoms
his work efficiently 1ind.well. He is assisted by an expert accountant
who fills the office of town clerk and whose duty it is to keep a com-
plete record of all transactions and their costs of operation. Every
dollar spent must be accounted for as in any well-conducted business.
so that every citizen may know what is being done and wlet it costs.

The-second task before the citizens in the regeneraNn , of the' jj

town was to create ecentral community and civic organization ; in
fact, it was very nearly necessary to create a chile sense. A start
was made by inviting to a conference representatives from the
various social and civic bodies of the town,the hoard of trade,
woman's club, fraternal organizations, and the like. This finally
resulted in the organization of the Norwood Civic Association. Such
property as the civic association acquires is to be held for all time
by nine trustees for the benefit of the community as a whole. 4ts
management is in the hands of a board of 27 governors, who are

.chosen by an election committee consisting of the,,trosbees, selectmen,
and school cohunittee; so that its control rests with the elected rep-
resentatives of the people. There is also a woman's standing com-
mittee of 21 members, which deals with those matters which are of
particular interest to the women of the community and the home.
Its purpose, as set forth in its articles of organization, is to promote
the welfare of the town of Norwood, Mass.,' and to Improve t4 morality,
Industry, thrift, health. cleanliness. education, and good citizenship of Its
Inhabitants.

There' was some hesitancy over the word "civic," but when it was
found that its inherent meaning is " belonging to the people," it
was accepted as the best possible name.

t The clubhouse has a floor space of some thirty thousand 'square'
feet: It contains an auditorium, gymnasium, swimming pool, bowl-
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ing alleys, a billiard room, game rooms for the children, a social
hall, and various rooms used for the meetings of outside organiza-
tions. The town meetings- are held at the clubhouse, and its audi-
torium is in frequent use fot concerts, lectures, and other public
assemblies.

Gymnasium classes for young and old of both sexes are conducted
under the supervision of trained leaders for physical development
and recreation, and every opportunity is taken to stimulate high
stanchirds of character. Exhibitions and contests are held at in-
tprvals. In the summer the athletic field and tennis courts are in
constant use. One of the most important features of this physiial
work is in connection with a fuHy equipped corrective room in which
cases of malformation, including spinal and foot troubles, are treated
by the physical directors, under the supervision of physicians. By
arrangement with the school department the physical trainiciff of
school children is ?Hied on at the clubhouse slid the physical direc-
tors coach the school athletic teams. There is now under way a plan
for a closer union of the schools with the work,..zfthe civic association,
so that the school work, conducted along the lines of work at Gary,
lnd., may help the children best to meet their opportunities in life.

In addition to its work at the clubhouse, the civic association is
doing extension work in outlying parts of the town; social centers
are being developed as places of instruction and inspiration for its
neighborhood. Within a few months the civic association has ac-
quired ownership of an unused hall in one of the outlying parts of
the towns and in still another section the town itself is turning over
to the association an old school building.

In one corner of the grounds is the,Co ner Hou4 so called he-
'cause of its location. This is the healt center. Here is a small
hospital with a fully- equipped operati g room, and it is also the
headquarters of the district and school 'nurses. A new and larger
hospital is now be;ng built. There are conducted regularly in the
present hospital a dental clinic and an eye clinic, each in the care of
a competent specialist. The entire work is under the general care
of the women's standing 'committee, with the practical operation
under a trained supervisor.

The supervisor is a graduate nurse and a student in social aervice,
and she has under her a corps of trained assistantsboth graduate
nurses for service with physicians and attendant nurses for general
nursing and home-keeping work. They all live together at the Cor-
ner House. T)iey come in daily contact with the everyday life of
numberless hbmeci, and their influence is gradually manifesting
itself. Norwood has to-day the lowest death rate in Maisachusetts.
The supervisor of the Corner iieUse is the agent of the board of
relief and helps to look after the dispensation of its fig*, she
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serves to help the unemployed. Thee is also a fund at the Corner.
House to assist young men and women to obtain higher educa-
tional advantages than are offered in the town itself.

Then, there is the Model House. This is a small dwelling beside
the Corner House. It is modestly furnished as an example and illus-
tration of an attractive home within the possibilities of all who are
capable of appreciating it.

It should be noted that the civic association is an organization for
the purpose of centralizing in some one place the various com-
munity activities, rather than a social organization for the purpose
of bringing all of the townspeople together on a common social
basis. That would be clearly impossible. Each social group is
bound to have its own activities, and the natural social life of the
churches, lodges, and other organizations is not rivaled in the slight-
est degree. We must learn to get effective cooperation of our existing
social groups. In our community center we are striving to create
and arouse. this cooperative spirit.

We have, a town-planning committee which is following the best
practice in town planning, along familiar lines. The Norwood
Housing Association has been formed for the purpose of holding
various parcels of propertyboth unimproved land in the outlying
districts and improved properties in the residential and business sec-
tions of the town. Something like this is quite essential to make'
effective the best development of the community. Land is held for
factory sites, so that the industrial development may be furthered;
and, as the demand arises, it is planned to build houses in such
number and under such modern standardized methods as to secure
the best results at the minimum cost.

The Norwood Housing Association also has in mind the need of
centers of recreation'and is providing them. It has control of the
entire shores of a lake nearly 2 miles long and half a mile wide, which
lies on.the outskirts of the town. Here it is proposed to build bath-
houses, boathouses, and-such additional buildings as will contribate
to the pleasure of the greatest number of people. One portion of the
shore is being set aside for bungalows, so that those who are able to
do so may have comfortable homes there during the summer.

All of this brings in revenue; in fact, it is expected that from CIs
development of this property the housing committee will secure very
handsome returns and a largo increase on its investment. .This
increased investment becomes an endowment fund for the civic asso-
ciation. It has been carefully worked out in this way: For the
land deeded to it, the housing association issues its securities to the
full extent of its cost or assessed value; mortgage bonds paying
3 per cent are issued for 60 per cent; preferred stock paying 6 per
cent is issued for the next 20 per cent, and the common stock holds
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the remaining 20 per cent, which carries the entire equity of both
the property and its' earnings. Arrangements have been made by
which the whole of this common stock may become the property
of the civic association. As the town grows and its real estate
develops, the civic association will thus find itself the beneficiary in
a financial way of the development which it has helped make pos-
sible. Within a few years it should have sufficient income from this
source alone to meet its entire running expenses. It is expected that
this endowment fund, started with this common stock of the housing
association, will be increased from time to time by legacies from
public-spirited men and women in the community who hay.-?, come
to recognize the .value of the work of the civic association and who
will welcome the opportunity to aid in its continuance. The bonds
and preferred stock of the housing association offer a safe and
attractive investment for the townspeople, and at the same time
serve to stimulate their interest in the whole undertaking.

As you well know, this idea of the housing association is not a
new one. There are over 100 cities in Germany which have no
municipal taxes, because all the money for public expenditures
which would otherwise have to be met by taxes comes from the leased
property which the cities have held for years.

Norwood appears to have made a real beginning. By assigning
the duties of the town government to these two clasAes of men
one, honorable officials serving without salary, meeting at convenient
intervals and giving,to the toirli the same sort of attention that they
would give to a private enterprise of which they were trustees or
directors, and the other, business experts, chosen by careful methods
of selectionwe have established a well-ordered; economically con-
ducted government. We have iiPused greater democracy, bkcause
we have-broadened the field of citizenship from which these officials
may be chosen; and we have gained greater. efficiency, inasmuch as it
is now possible to introduce the best possible methods.

The same principle of committee representation, working through
paid experts, is giving us and our general community +work the same
splendid results. For a given amount of money we are, in my
opinion, accomplishing very much more than formerly. It is
astounding to consider what savings and gains could be effectod by a
similar centralization under expert management in a place the size
of Boston, which now has scores and hundrtds of charitable and
civic organizations. It is true that many of these organizations
perform efficient service, but the duplication and confusion occa-
sioned by their great number mean undue expense and only partial
handling of the whole task..

There is scarcely a limit to the things which can be done by a
community which will find ways of uniting its powers and developing
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Methods for expressing in action and deeds its ideals. Insurance
against sickness and the lose of employment' will go far toward
removing a great' fear from many households. We expect that we
can work out in terms of the community some such form of in-
surance; and other problems are, we believe, capable of solution
when once the community shall have appreciated its needs and its
power to 'achieve.

In all these matters we are simply making effective in an old-
fashioned New England community the same principles that have
made German municipal management the most efficient in the world,
and we are doing it by the cooperative effort of its citizens under the
guidance of leaders of their own choice and kind. If we in Norwood,
with no university to lead us, have made some progress in the direc-
tion of efficient democracy, how great ate the possibilities of the
cities of this country in which are established great universi=
ties, dedicated as they are to sound scholarship and lofty ideals of
citizenship.

THE DEMAND FOR TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.

By Grozaz R. WALLACK,,

Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce.

The time has not yet come for the urban universities to conduct an
aggressive and insistent campaign to secure the employment of
trained men in the public service. Something, of co'irse, can be

.L

done; more in some cities than in others; but we have not yet reached
the time for reaping the harvest of expert and efficient public service.
We are rather still in the process of breaking the ground and sowing
the seed. Expert public service will come only when there is a
demand for itnot a theoretical demand that we ought to have

service, but an economic demand, an actual desire on the part
= of city administrations to secure trained and efficient workers and

to estabith a' penninent administrative organization on this basis.
31.

City government is the product of the social and economic forces
working in a community. In order to understand why a people
which has developed great efficiency in its private affairs,has failed
to do so in its city administration, it is necessary to make some anal -

h. of these forces.
r city populations may be roughly divided for our purposes

to three There is, first, the general group of the average,
Veal citizen ---the man who is earning from $700 or $800 a

to $5,000 or $10,000 a year. This group will constitute about
of our city population. It is composed of men who are men-

, men. They are sibearbed in their private busbies and

4
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family affairs. Many of them, if not natives of other plates, were
born in what was practically an overgrown country town, for a
generation ago most of our large cities were little more than that.
These men have no inherited loyalty to their city. Very few of them
,feel that the city government is of any vital importance to them.
Perhaps a majority of them regard politics as something more or
less alien to their real interests. They distinguish between business
and politics, and many of them pride themselves on knowing nothing
about the affairs of their city government and of taking no interest
in them. Although there is.a constantly-growing sentiment among
these people for better conditions in city service, they are unorgan-
ized, without power of effective action, without leadership, without
the means of securing the very considerable funds which are neces-
sary for succesful civic campaigns. They are the easy victims of
trumped-up issues, popular slogans, and appeals to party loyalty.

It is true that from time to time they grumble about high taxes,
bad streets, poor fire and police protection, and occasionally, under the
impulse of some dramatic happening, they unite and sweep their
representatives into power. The result is almost always disappointing.
The men elected, with the best of intentions, are utterly unskilled
in city administration, lacking technical knowledge, uninformed
as to the real purposes of city. government, and are subject to pres-

.

sures which greatly embarrass and hinder their successes, while
the mass of the population, after such an election, relapses into
indifference. Most men of this class come to regard present civic
conditions as natural and inevitable, for they have no knowledge of
city government in other countries and no point of view for com-
parison.

Above this group is a small group of men representing large
economic units, who are intensely interested in city gove rnment, but
in a private and personal wary. The public utilities of most of our
cities are owned and operated not by the city but by corporations.
Those who are responsible to the stockholders of these corporations
are primarily interested in the success and earning power of the
corporation. This success and earning power is very greatly affected
by the city government. These corporations must have franchises,
as required, on satisfactory terms, privileges of opening streets;
placing wires and conduits, regulations of surface openings, of ques-
tions affecting the cleaning and maintenance of streets, etc. A hostile
city government can do them vast injury. By the very pressure of
economic necessity they have been driven into city politics.

There are other grobps in the city which necessarily, as a matter of
business, are vitally interested in the city government. The liquor
dealers, for instance, can have their profits greatly affected by the
attitude of the police department. There are city contraetom and

:
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there are the men on the shady side of the law, whose very existence
depends upon a friendly administration.

In the American political system city government is inextricably
enmeshed with the State and National Governments, and larger
groups interested in State and National legislation and administra-
tion feel themselves compelled to protect their interests by taking a
strong hand in the affairs of the city administration.

Below the great middle class lies the submerged class, the un-
skilled workmen, the thousands of toreigners, men without friends.
without resources, without any economic strength, and therefore
without any political strength. Perhaps 25 per cent or more of the
actual voters in our large cities may be included in this class of
helpless voters. The law gives them a ballot, but their economic po-
sition deprives them of it. They are at the mercy of the police and
the po:ice magistrates. They buy peace in the easiest wayby taking
orders. There are precincts in many of our large cities where the
mass of the voters are so helpless that they can not even protect
their registration or secure the counting of their ballots. Then there
ts the large and increasing public pay roll. In many cities nearly
10 per cent of the actual voters are on some governmental pay roll.
Economic necessity controls most of these votes, and the yolks of
men in their families.

There are also in our cities many men of narrow circumstances
to whom politics afford an excitement, a recreation. It is to them
the greatest national sport, after baseball. They love the fight.
They are open to appeals of factional loyalty. Many of them aspire
to city employment as a signal honor to be achieved. They are a
great force in the recurring contests for the control of the city, and
as a rule have no conception of what these contests are really about.

Now, out of these conditions there grows the actual thing which
we call American city government. The powerful economic groups,
vitally interested from a personal and business point of view in the
conduct of city government, by a more or less conscious organiza-
tion, and by the expenditure of large sums of money, when necessary,
are back of most successful tickets in city elections. Their funds
and their economic power are used to direct the vote of the helpless
group. The great middle class, more or less indifferent and unin-
formed, confused by long ballots and the multiplicity of campaign
cries, are generally divided and ineffective,

It is not the purpose of this paper to pillorY the controlling group
here described. Many of them are men of high character and real
patriotism, but they are absorbed in business, they have' never
studied the problems of government, they have grown up under
the system, they know no other way, and very often they are largely
themselves ignorant of what they are really doing. .1'
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Suppose they have secured, for instance, as mayor a business man
of high standing and character, who really desires to install business
methods in the city administration. Almost inevitably he finds him-
self unable to do it to any extent. In the first place, he is himself
without any technical knowledge or any clear views of what the
city government is for. The conception of community activity for
community ends is vague and faint in his mind. He is subjected
to great pressure; his army of supporters is demanding recognition
and employment. He is. Id that he must preserve the political
organization which put li.

t
ii in. He is bombarded every day, and

often from high and influential sources, to give certain persons em-
ployment; while the great Mass of voters lies silent; dormant, inar-
ticulate, there is pressure from the other side. Almost inevitably he
yields, perhaps to his own discontent and disgust.

Furthermore, the maintenance of the control* political organi-
zation is expensive. The natural impulse of those who support it
financially is to pay as little of that expense as possible themselves,
and to distribute as much as possible among the general body of the
taxpayers. It is, from their point of view, profitable to have an in-
efficient and overloaded pay roll, because in this way the tax of sup-
porting the organization is not all paid by themselves, but is partly
paid by the taxpayers generally, and the advantages which
reap in their own private business-more than compensate for the
increased taxation which they have to pay.

We have, therefore, an actual government in cities which is of
necessity inimical to a permanent, efficient, expert body of public
servants. If a university in a city so governed, with whatever
diplomacy and tact, offers itself for the training of public servants,
and endeavors to insist upon their employment, it will meet three
difficulties.

In the first place, if it bec-omes too insistent, it will be looked
upon as meddling with affairs which do not concern it, and the
plausible greetings with which its first efforts may be met will soon
change into opposition more or less expressed.

In the second place, it will be very difficult to get intelligent
young men to enter the city's services under these conditions, because
it does not o er them a career. The exigencies of politics may throw.cff
them out any time. They can not count upon rising step by step
through a lifetime, as a reward of merit.

In the third place, most universities are in constant need of funds.
r These funds can be secured only from men of large means, and a

university which presses this matter to a point where it becomes
troublesome will be very apt to receive intimations that it is goilig
outside of its proper sphere of influence, should stay out of politics,
sqd.conftne itself to educatiOn.
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There is another barrier in the way. The organization of cities
under the charters in force in most of them makes expert public
service difficult, if not impossible.3 We have been cursed in this
country by the adoption of the political theories of the eighteenth
century French philosophers. We owe a great debt to Montesquieu,
Rousseau, and others for preaching the gospel of freedom, but their
views of governmental organization have proven to be hopelessly
wrong, and yet they are the basis underlying most city- charters.
We elect all manner of men for short terms, and in partichlar we
elect the chief administrator, the mayor. Almost inevitably he is
either a politician, bred in the old school, or a business man, un-
skilled in city government. In the former, he has no sympathy
with efficiency. If the latter, he finds himself thrown into in occu-
pation which is strange and new to him. lie is necessarily cautious,
timid, and uncertain. He is surrounded by great pressures. Ir ue

the .right stuff in him, after struggling for several years he does
acquire some degree of knowledge and skill, and then his term has
expired and the charter generally provides that he can not be a
candidate for reelection. With an inefficient, confused. and con-
stantly changing head, no administrative organization can rise very
high. We must learn a lesson from the splendid city governmems of
Germany and other European countries. We must elect a council
which shall serve as a board of directors, and let that council select
the mayor or the bfirgermeister on a basis of expert knowledge and
ability, maintaining him in power so long as he renders good service.
With a permanent and efficient head, there is a possibility of obtain-
ing efficiency throughout the organization.

I do not paint this picture for the purpose of encouraging pes-
simism or discouraging the urban universities from attempting a
great service to their cities. Conditions are rapidly improving,
have improved enormously during the last 20 years. In many cities
a foothold has been obtained for expert service. Some very grati-
fying results have been obtained in Pittsburgh, 'but after all, they
are more_or less sporadic and exigent. At present., the main fight
should be~e waged in another place, where the universities can perform
a great public service, greatly advance the day of real efficiency, and
eventually put themselves in the place where they will be called
upon by the cities to train men for city service.

Every year thousands of our most promising young men go
through our urban universities. They go from them into the thick
of city life, The work must begin with them. They must be given
such instruction that they will be center for the development of
that intelligent, public sentiment which is a necessary precursor of
the thing we desire. Let no university undertake to serve its corn--

niunity unless it has that infinite patience which is willing to dig
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to the bottom of things and build slowly and solidly upon the rock
foundation.

.

merelyNow, what are these boys to be taught? The erely altruistic and
emotional appeal is not enough. Our people mean well enou0.
IThat they need to learn is the tremendous, vital stake which they
have as individuals and as communities in the conduct of their city
government. The controlling facts must first be thoroughly learned
by the universities themselves, and then taught to their students.

Why is it that we are so far behind European cities in this re-
spect? Primarily because we have only recently become a city-
dwelling people. We know little about cities. They are largely for-
eign to our processes of thought. At the time of the Revolutionary
War there were only 12 or 15 chartered cities in the United States.
The largest of them, Philadelphia, was not as big as many city
wards to-day. In fact, the great growth of our cities has come since
the close of the Civil War. Into them have been poured men from
all sections of the country who have come into them indifferent and
unconcerned, having no knowledge or conception of large conunu-
nity life, and the vast distinc%ion between the country dweller and
the city dweller.

It is a fact that in the small community the local government is
not of much importance. The farmer or the villager does everything
for himself. If he wants water, he digs a well or a cistern, and
he has his water. The city dweller can not do this. The c'ty pro

--with water; and this is so whether the city owns the
waterworks or makes a contract with some private organization for
that purpose. The city likewise provides light and transportation.
The man in the small community has little need of police protection,
but lawless men accumulate and operate in the cities, and protection
must be furnished by the city itself.

The rural man can protect his own health. She city man can not.
The infected water, the poisonous sweatshop, the filthy slum may
'strike dovair his nearest and dearest, and he is helpless unless the
city itself protects him. The city dweller has no protection for.
his children against moral infection. The plague spots will exist
and contaminate unless the city government stamps them out. The
business development of the city dweller is largely dependent upon
the city government. The merchants may compete with each other
for all the business there is in the community, but they can not
enlarge the city. The city with high taxes, bid housing conditions,
poor water, poor schools, poor traction service, poor opportunities for
recreation is undesirable to live in, undesirable to establish plants
in, while the city in the reverse condition is constantly drawing new
populations, new consumers, and new capital, and so enlarging the
opportunity pf every dweller in the city for either employment or

.
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business. In every respect the city, and the larger the city the more
true this is, is the factor most largely controlling the social and
economic environment of the citizen.

Let the universities give sound, fundamental instruction to the
'constant stream of young men passing through them, so,that they
shall come out with some conception of what community activity is,
of how important it is, with a breadth of view and a grasp of
the larger relations of things, and a situation will soon be produced
which will enable the universities to render a service greatly needed
and increasingly desired in the training of men to the honorable
career of efficient and expert service to the city.

A SEARCH FOR THE MAXIMUM CAPACITY FOR SERVICE.

By DK. Goonwy,
President of Drerel Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.

THREE PRIMARY PURPOSES OF A TEACHING INSTITUTION.

The cooperation of any college with its community provides a
problem with most complex factors and with an amazing number of
variants. Because of that very complexity, effective cooperation
demands the determination of a clear-cut general policy which can
be clearly expressed to the community. Such a policy can only be
effective when based on decisions which result from carefully made
studies. Such studies can be accepted as guides only when they
are made with a full understanding of the purposes of a teaching
institution.

The primary purpose of a teaching institution to-day, as in the
days of Plato's academy, is to transfer a vital thought, from the
mind of the teacher to the mind of the scholar. Any study has lost
the essential touchstone of inherent truth which does not hear in
mind continually as a fundamental concept the thought that any
change made as a result of study which retards or blocks the trans-
ference of the vital thought is a loss, while every change so made
which aids in that transference is a gain. No one can recognize more
clearly than the trained and experienced engineer that efficiency is
but .one factor in economy, and that any economy which does not
include spiritual and laiman factors is not true economy.

The administrators of any educational trust have, however, second
and third purposes to carry out which are as basic as the first. Like
any othei trustees, they are given certain funds to. administer. It
must be their ideal to see that no dollar of the funds is wasted.
Every student who comes to the institution gives to the keeping of
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the trustees many hours of his life. Consequently the third ideal of
the trustees must be to see that no hour of the student's time is
wasted through their fault. The term "trustees" in this atmection
includes not only those technically so named, but also every member
of the teaching and administrative staff.

THE METHOD OF ATTACIC UPON THE PROBLEM.

Three fundamental purposes of college investigations having been
defined ; the method of attack comes next. Fortunately, we have for
this certain clear lines of procedure, based on analogies from the
industrial world. If a thoroughly modern bank desires to have a
complete report ona given business project, it requests reports not
only from men trained in the special trade, craft, or art which it is
proposed to establish, but it also seeks the advice of consulting
engineers and lawyers. Only after the reports of all three groups
are in can a complete picture, sufficient to warrant the investment
of funds, be secured.

When that is true where funds and their, investment are alone to
be considered, how much more is it true where the investnient includes
the precious hours of thousands of men and women.

THE DREXEL INSTITUTE'S SPECIFIC PROBLEM.

With the three primary purposes and the known method of attack
on industrial problems as starting points, we have been endeavoring
to answer this question: How could the Drexel Institute, a small
college type of technical school, giving day and evening instruction
in three schoolsengineering, domestic science, and arts and secre-
tarialgive by means of its courses the best cooperation with the
community factors of Philadelphia and at the same time carry out
certain expressed desires of its founders?

In the attempt to answer this question, up to the present time 39
specific researches have been begun and continued for at least one
year. Some 16 others have been begun during the last year find are
now in various stages of development. Of this group there have been

lected for the purposes of this paper brief statements of certain
actors concerned in the studies made of the following subjects:

Admission requirements; the institute catalogue; the distribution of
scholarship funds; curricula; graduate work of the staff; teaching
services of undergraduates; the employment of graduates and under-
graduates. t

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS. i'
That upon the rock of entrance requirements the good ship " Co-

operation " may be in dire peril of shipwreck goes without saying.
We considered this questibn of what should be done about entrance

454246-16=-4
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requirements, therefore, with the utmost care, and finally answered
it by means of the following methods and in the following ways:

First., the admission requirements of every institution of collegiate
grade in and around Philadelphia were obtained and analyzed.

Second, the entrance requirements of 230 colleges in the United
States were analyzed.

Third, there are 119 four-year high and preparatory schools from
whose districts students may take trol ey or train to Philadelphia
daily. Sixty of these were visited personally, and in each the prin-
cipal of the school was asked to give us his or her best thought on
the relation of admission requirements to the problem of coo
tion between the high schools greater Philadelphia and the rexel
Institute.

Fourth, a group of the men who have had the most experience-
with admission requirements were chosen and brought to the insti-
tute to aid us with their advice. We also took the data obtained to
other expertg who could not come to the institute.

Fifth, the results of all these studies were briefed and charted
and submitted to the admission committee and then to the major
faculty of the institute, who passed upon them.

The result of the studies outlined above showed, first, that the
tendency of all the colleges in our "field to require specific subjects
for admission generally forced the student to decide the course he
Was to take at least by the end of the first year in the high school,
or else to take more than the usual four years.

Second, that a considerable number of colleges of the first rank
in the United States were giving admission on the basis of high-
school graduation requiring work of high quality, but not specify-
ing any given subjects.

Third, that the principals of the high schools in greater Philadel-
phia felt almost unanimously that there was great need for some
collegiate institution to grant admission to high-school graduates
of high quality who had not planned to go to college until the sec-
ond or third year of their course and who would be debarred from
entrance at the end of the four-year course because of that delay in
decision.

Fourth, that every man consulted who had had to do with entrance
requirements believed our wisest course would be to insist on quality,
rather than on specific subjects, provided high-school graduation was
secured and provided the proper safeguards be put around the
admission of the entering student.

The result of this policy, so far as the quality and preparation
of the students entering the institute is concerned, has been ad-
mirable. Of the freshman class last year, 85 per cent were high-
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school graduates. This year 94 per cent were high-school graduates,
and no conditional student is admitted unless we can see a specific
reason in his or her case for such admission.

So far as our relations with other institutions are concerned, the
result has been most satisfactory.

THE COLLEGE CATALOGUE.

No single factor more advances cooperative action between the
college and the community than clear expression of the opportunities
that the college offers. Every college should place before its com-
munity those instructional opportunities which a part of the commu-
nity desires or should desire. From the educational standpoint, how-
ever, it seems eminently wise to throw the emphasis on the fact that
the college offers an apportunity to the student, rather than that the
student grants an opportunity to the college when he enters it. For
that reason the Drexel Institute limits its public statements t9 its own
publications. Its belief that simple, honest statements of the work
done, coupled with the best possible printing, were the most effective
publicity program that could be secured, provided the basis for the
next research mentioned here. This research was undertaken to de-
termine the best expression of the facts about the institute. One part
of it took this form: What is the most effective form for the college
catalogue? To determine the answer to this question, the following
methods were employed:

First, 420 college catalogues were examined and their main points
noted and analyzed.

Second, the best catalogue work of certain industrial lines, such as
the automobile line, which have come to recognize the value of good
printing, were examined and analyzed.

Third, a group of experts in the printing art, including some of
. the best-known printers in America, were asked to the institute to
got through it and to assist in writing specifications for the make-up
of a catalogue which should properly express the institute to the
community.

Fourth, as a result of the suggestion of those experts, 18 type pages.
were set up, one after another, and submitted to the printing experts,
to oculists, and to illuminating engineers. The eighteenth page set
was the one finally accepted. The catalogue as last issued is the
result of this research.

The writing of the catalogue has been quite as carefully considered
as its format. Each year it has been written by one man, but this
man's-work has been criticized by three trained writers and editorially
amended and checked. The catalogue is now in its third form.

Style, however, is less important than directness and*simple hon-
esty. In order to obtain these things, all the essential facts in the
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catalogue are placed for inspection in the hands; first, of the major
faculty; second, of the minor faculty; third, of the upper classes of
the institute. All of these groups meet in conference to go over the
facts in the catalogue, with the request that they criticize freely any
word or phrase which is in any way untrue or in any way misrepre-
sents the facts about the institute.

We can scarcely emphasize too strongly the value of this research
as shown in the educational results to students and faculty and as
regards the cooperative results with the community. There is no
single factor which has caused more vagueness in the efforts for
cooperation than ineffective and confused expression of educational
aims and opportunities.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS.

In the two preceding researches the work was accomplished by the
cooperation of outside expert assistants and inside experienced effort.
In the next research, to determine the best use of scholarship funds,
the third of the three factors mentioned earlier, the legal factor,
appears. This research passed through the following stages:

First, examination and classification of all applications for finan-
cial help from students received during a given period of time.

Second, personal interviews with older students and their parents
to find where, if any vhere, financial pressure was most evident.

Third, the design ng of a polity as regards scholarship funds
, which should be equitable to all and do the greatest good to the
greatest number.

Fourth, consultation with the corporation counsel to obtain an
opinion as to whether or not the policy proposed carried out our legal
and moral obligations.

As a result_ of investigations one\ and two, it was found, first, that
a large percentage of the students who had held scholarships pre-

,.ferred to.give work in exchange for financial aid, provided this were
possible, and second, that one of the most serioi handicaps to the
planning of individual student finances was the uncertainty of the
one who,paid the bills concerning the cost of books and supplies.

The plan finally proposed solved these difficulties. Exact, studies
showed that by using the existing scholarship funds to purchase the
more expensive technical works required, it would be possible to
guarantee every entering regular student that. his or her maximum
cost of books and 'supplies not representing permanent investment
would not exceed $25. An amount of work commanding a wage
equal to the scholarship funds then granted was at the same- time
opened to student assistance.

plan outlined was submitted to the corporation counsel, who
degi da that it legally and morally carried out the, pdrposes for
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which the funds were given. This has meant a marked step. forward
in the clarification of our relations with the community.

CURRICULA. 4

Our use of the usual principles of the perpetual audit and of the
perpetual inventory, with daily reports of the financial and educa-
tional state of the institute, has had the unusual effect of initiating
studies which have resulted in three of the most fundathentally co-

operative polies we have undertaken.
^ The first of these policies is the complete differentiation of our
curricula from the curricula of any othei- institution in our territory.

Second, the development of the group of the night school, in which
1,500 men and women are now entered for continuous balanced
courses of from two to seven years.

Third, the development of our plan of offering to any 16 persons
any course given in the institute at any time when a teacher is un-
occupied and a classroom or a laboratory is vacant.

As a result of these policies, we are rapidly reaching a point here
some classes al-e working in the institute every hour of the day from
9 in the morning to 9.30 at.night.

OTHER STUDIES.

In order to encourage graduate work, the institute pays the first
fee of any member of its staff who desires to take courses at the
University of Pennsyrvania or Columbia. Last year 23 availed
themselves of this opportUnity, and 29 are doing graduate work this
year. ..,,

As a result of an extensive study, we determined upon the policy
of using the teaching powers of the upper classes for community
service. The school of domestic science and arts furnishes teachers,
free of charge, from among the ranks of the older students to
charitable institutions in Philadelphia. The control of this outside
work is vested in three members of the instructional staff, who are

"---,given specs hours to care for the effectiveness of the service.
The stu concerniu, the employment of graduates and under-

graduates has found effective form through the activities of the
bureau of recommendations. Up to the present time these studies
have been concerned chiefly with work open to graduates, vacation
work open to undergraduates, and employment for undergraduates
which can be carried on together with their academic work.

We have postponed, up to the present time, two vi41 studies
which are now beginning: That of bettering the empl6yment of
the older graduates, and that of the employment of students in the
night course.
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Studies were made of the specific employment needs of the mem-
bers of the national engineering societies in Philadelphia, certain
branches of the iron and steel industry, the public service corpora-
tion, and the engineering branches of the city. On the women's
side studies were made of the employment needs of hospitals, insti-
tutions, and schools, and especially of the executive who employs the
women graduates of our secretarial school.

Our efforts have been very successful. Of 154 graduates of last
year, all but one who desired positions are well placed. Over 30
per cent more good positions were available than we had graduates
to place. Between 80 per cent and 90 per cent of our upper cla n
worked last summer at employments closely related to their o-
fessional training. Their average for the summer was approxi-
mately $145.

In concluding this brief report of some phases of the continuous
and arduous work of two years, certain facts should be noted. First,
we are fully convinced that any problem will yield to this treatment,
given the right conditions. Second, we have to-day -more research
work and we see our problem as a whole and the relation of each
part to the whole more clearly than at any previous period. Third,
we are more open-minded than ever before and more anxious for
every possible type of assistance which may aid us in the definition
and solution of our problems. Fourth, we really believe we can see
marked gains in our cultivation of that rare flowercommon sense.

thv.,But, beside all our statement would be incomplete did it not
bear witness to the sp itual values which have come from the com-
bind effort of a devoted group, each member eager to bear his or her
full part in our research to determine the maximum capacity for
service of the institute. Nothing is clearer to those of us who have
taken part in this work than that it has affected us all in such a
way as to give us greater pride in our great art of teaching, greater
pride in ob q. institution; greater pride in the community of which we
are a part.

COOPERATION WITH BUSINESS.OROANIZATIONS.

By Ms. JOHN W. FAHEY,

President of the National Chamber of Commerce.

Organizations of business men have been undergoing a rather
thorough reform. The old-time commercial organizations, cham-
bers of commerce, boards of trade, and commercial clubs we have
had with us from the first days of the Republic; but until recent
years these organizations lacked, the breadth of view which should
characterize the work of modern-business menmen realizing that

.1
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there are problems of great importance affecting business and the
common prosperity which have to do with the welfare of the city and
its social progress and which do not come directly across the desk of
the business man in his daily work.

But now, in nearly every one of these organizations, greater em-
phasis has been laid upon civic activity than ever - before. In one
city after another the business men have finally overcome the old-
time suspicion of the professor as a theorist. And on the other side
colleges and universities have come to see that the business man was
not quite so intensely practical and ultraselfish as he was assumed to
be, but that he had something of idealism and even altruism about
him; that he was anxious -to be o real service, realizing that the
broad path to public confidence fo the business man lies through
service, and through service alone.

In training for public service an important point is that while we
train young men as efficient public servants, as experts in municipal
affairs, we must undestand that they are going to have difficulty in
holding their places and going on, in their useful careers, unless
they have the backing of intelligent citizenshipa citizenship that
is based on leadership. So far as this leadership is concerned, there
is a large amount of useful material among business men as a group.

Another part of the problem will depend for solution upon the
upbuilding of schools of commerce. To support municipal effi-
ciency, the business organization of a city must itself be efficient and
prosperous. We need better training for business, better commercial
training. We may say that there is nothing like practical experi-
ence in making the best type of business man, but business men are
beginning to understand to-day that they can not have too much
training in intelligence that can be utilized and adapted in daily
practice.

THE NEED FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF !THE PROBLEMS OF
TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE..

. By LEON C. MARSHALL,

Dean of the College of Ocehhoeroe ohd AdthietnatIolo, Usloeretty of Chketga.

We are in a very puzzled and mixed frame of mind concerning the
whole question of public service and the training for public service.
Good intentions we have by the wagonload; ideals v(e have in even
greater abundance; but clean-cut policies; cool decision, these we
sadly lack at the present stage of our undertaking.

A few months ago the former presidept of De Ps.uw University
illustrated what different people do at times of mental indecision.
He told of a group who were making their way through an un-
shifted wilderness. Just when they were in what. seemed to them
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the hardest part of their journey, all at once a fog settled down and
blotted out all of the landmarks with which they had become familiar.,A
Thereupon one collection of that group of travelers said : " The only
thing that we can do now is to retrace our steps and get back to high
ground from which we can take another look and see if we car. dis-
cover the old landmarks back there, set our stakes, and make this
journey over again, and perhaps the next time we can go on a little
farther." Whereupon they retraced their steps. Another group felt
not at all that *ay. They -said: " There is no use going back over
the territory that we have covered. This fog will soon lift; it will
be dispelled by the sun, and we will be able to go on. Let us sit down
and patiently wait, and meanwhile we will regain some of our
strength ; find when the fog lifts we will have recovered from our
fatigue due to the journey that we have already made, and then we
can go on with confidence." The third group would have none of
that. They said : " No; let us plunge ahead. We will not know
where we are goingthat is truebut we will be on the way.': So
this third group plunged ahead through the fog; they tore their
clothes on the briars and brambles, bumped themselves against logs
and stumps that lay in their way, encountered various difficulties,
and very likely some of them did push through; but the group became
separated, and few, if any, of them ever reached their journey's end.
But there was a fourth group that said: " It is no use for us to go
back over the ground we have already traversed ; we could hot find
the landmarks there if we did go back. Let us calmly consider and
take stock of thesituation as it is. We will reflect from what direc-
tion we wore coming when we were stopped by this fog; where the
sun was the last time we saw it; what the general lay of the land is,
to the best of our knowledge; and on the basis of all the investigating
and thinking over the matter that we can do we will proceed cau-
tiously, moving slowly ahead all the time, meanwhile keeping close
Connection with each, other, and see if we can not arrive at the prom-
ised land in that way."

This seems to depict fairly accurately the situation with reference
to the training for public service. We must proceed slowly anyway,
and we shall certainly be more comfortable if we are a little patient
in the situation in which we find ourselves. The development of
institutions should be lessons for us.

Take, for example, the modern college of commerce. The college
of commerce originated in this country in the eighties. One edu-
cator generations ago outlined a program of training for commercial
purposes, but there were no colleges of commerce established as the

.result of his_ outline. The time was not yet ripe. any things had
to occur beforthe time was ripe. The same thing was true of insti-
tutes of technology. They hid to be preceded by a period of prepa-
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ration which was upon the whole quiet preparation. The same thing
was certainly true of the " industrial revolution" as a whole. We
say it occurred after 1750; but if there is any one thing that is cer-
tain in human history, it is that the " industrial revolution " began
before the year 1300 and was in process of preparation for five hun-
dred years before a few inventors struck the match to the powder
and gave us the explosion that has been called the " industrial revo-
lution."

No human institution is perfect. If Frederick W. Taylor could,
as he did when he was alive, step into the best shops in the United
Statesnot the poorest shops, but the best shopsand with the same
equipment increase their output anywhere from 100 to 1,100 per
cent; if the steam engine to-day makes available but a small percent-
age of the energy that is in coal; if it is true that even according to
present knowledge the human race is sometimes like one-quarter of 1
per cent efficient ; if there is even a modicum of truth in these general
propositions, we may well judge this movement of training for pub-
lic service not by some absolute standards but by what may reason-
ably be expected of human beings in matters of this sort We shall
need to keep a calm and sane perspective and accumulate our pow-
der until later or somebody shall be able to set the match to it. It
may be that, we shall not have to wait long. But only when we have
arrived at the full consciousness of our needs in this country may we
expect rapid progress to occur in training for public service; come-

-,.quently patienloseems to be one of the virtues that we may well
, cultivate for the next few years.

Another thing it seems to me would be highly important, namely,
that we do not overlook the necessity of laying a good, firm founda-
tion. The public servant is like a physicianindeed, he is a phy-
sician to socitya In sending out these physicians to society we must _
recognize that the social organism is quite as complex as the human
organism. Would it not be well, therefore, for us to make certain .

that our physicians go forth knowing first the physiology of the
social organism; .knowing, second, the pathology of the social or-
ganism, and possessing, finally, all the administrative qualities and
all of the technique that we cab crowd in behind? It is through
technique, as has been very properly said, thSt much of the physiol-
ogy can be taught, but let us make certain that we are giving these
people a knowledge of the physiology of American society.

We have gone so far in our development of specialized studies
since the great Civil War in this country that we' have never had
time to take stock of our situation. A man who is willing to take
stock may by radicals be called "academie." That name does not
frighten me, because that sort of work must be performed if we are
to have well-rounded preparation. Our undergraduates do not need
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more courses in money, more courses in banking, more. courses intrusts, mo.e courses in railroading, more courses in municipal gov-
ernment; what they need is correlation. If we provide this correla-
tion and then turn out students who have an appreciation of the
structure and function of organized society, we shall be prepared totrain a technical body rf public servants properly.

Ill. METHODS OF TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.

METHODS OF TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.

By CHARLES A. BEARD,
Director of the New York Traloslug School for Public Service.

An industrial democracy can not long endure without a sound
and efficient public service. In older avid simpler days when thiswas a nation of farmers, and the functions of government werelargely limited to national defense, the repression of crime, and the
collection of taxes, it mattered little if waste and folly and jobbery
accompanied every public enterprise. The great economic process,of the Nation, even if somewhat hampered by the muddling meth-ods of the State, could go on in the general tenor of their way inspite of the spoils system, rotation in office, and ignorance in public
service. The slogan that " any man can fill any office that he can
get, whether trained for it or not," although foolish enough in those
days, was at least not criminal.

Signs are not wanting, however, that our generation is becomingkeenly alive to the prOblems of public service presented by the new
order. It is no mere coincidence that it was largely due to the inspira-
tion of the great organizing genius of his time, Mr. E. II. Harriman,that the training school for public serine, initiated by Mrs. Har-
riman in 1911, owes its origin.

From that hour the idea has taken firmer and firmer root in the
American public mind. In 1912, the American Political ScienceAssociation appointed a committee to study the relation of the
universities toVublic service, and its reports resulted in the stimu-
lation of widespread interest inside and outside of academic circles.In 1914 the associa.ion's committee, on the invitation of Mayor
Mitchel, held an important conference in New York, which was at-,.
tended by representatives of the leading colleges andnniveriiities- in tthe country. Since that time, Michigan, Tani, Indiana, Harvard
and Minnesota Universities, and the College of the-City of NewYork have taken steps toward the assumption of strict responsi-bility in the matter sf training for public service.
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We may rest secure in the faith that our colleges and universities'
will respond to every real call for helpso secure in fact that we
may now turn from the work of exhortation to that of adjusting our
actual program of instruction to such opportunities as the public
service at present offers. This adjustment involves two things:
First, a regrouping of courses and the addition of new courses which
will afford the requisite general ,foundation and the proper special
discipline; and, secondly, the granting of academic credit for field
or observation work in government and administration.

The granting of academic credit is undoubtedly a serious matter
and must be closely controlled, but it is fundamental to any real
advance in training for public service. That it can be done without
impairment of academic standards seems certain. We shall have
no difficulty in securing academic recognition for field work if we
can show that the control over it is such as to guarantee its solid
character.

While gaining at the hands of institutions of learning a proper
grouping of courses of instruction and due credit for laboratory or
field work, we must also devote ourselves assiduously to another
more formidable taskthat of educating the American public to
appreciate trained service, to demand more of it, and to insist upon
an adjustment of our civil-service organization and methods to our
magnificent educational system. Every year thousands of young
men and women are coming out of our schools filled with enthusiasm
and high hopes. Plenty of them ,pre ready to serve the state with
the loyalty and zeal of the soldier if the state will open the door
to them and make the *ay clear, even though narrow and rough.

The essential part of the program of those who are seeking to
improve the public service by securing trained servants is as follows:

1. It is the function of politics to determine what should be done;
it is the function of the trained expert to carry out the public will
with all the instruments and methods which modern science, natural
and social, can command.

2. A larger number of the exempt positions in civil service must
he put upon a merit basis. In other words, in every division of
government there should be pe anent under secretaries whose ex-
perience and training will se re continuity in the particular field.
Under such a system, the oung man or woman entering public
service could thus look f rward to securing, by the display of genu-
ine talentsypositions of dignity, power, and responsibility.

3. There mist be created' some system of junior offices in the
several great branches of administration, which offices will be open
to properly qualified young men and women, and which will give
them further practical training and open a gateway through promo-

A41C/Ill AUjill, and efficient labor VU higher puma. At the present
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time practically nothing has been done to link up the public service
directly with our splendid system of education.

4. The residence qualification as a requit:ement for admission to
public service must be abolished or seriously modified, thus widen-
ing the opportunities for careers in the public service by making it
possible for able and devoted civil servants to move from city to city,*
or even State t6 State.

5. The term "examination" must be extended to include more
laboratory or field experience, in addition to academic training, thus
facilitating promotion and transfers in the public service, and recog-
nizing practical work, such as is given in the training school for
public service, and may be provided in connection with most col-
leges and universitia§. It is gratifying to note that our most en-
lightened civil-service commissioners are giving an increasing weight
to experience.

Here we might inquire whether schools undertaking this training
can hope to place their graduates in positions to which their abilities
and labors may entitle them. They probably can. On surveying the
public service to-d , we find it falls into what may be called two
broad divisions: Official public service. Y. Unofficial public
service.

The first of these divisionsthe official public servicemay be
subdivided according to method of appointment into exempt and
classified positions. With reference to the exempt group, there is an
inveterate suspicion that trained men and women can hot look for-
ward to permanent careers in that branch of the public service. To
a considerable extent the suspicion is justified.

That branch of the civil service which is open through competitive
examination is not only more extensive, but includes most of the
positions for which technical training is actually required. The
existence of a large number of "cramming" schools for Federal,
State, and municipal service is an indication that some kind of
special preparation is a gateway to that service. Since thig is so, it
is evident that high schools, colleges, and universities might, if they
would put their minds to the problem, develop courses.of instruction
which would better equip their students for specified .lines of the
classified positions, thug encouraging them, to enter the service of
the State and cooperate in raising the standards of that service.

From the point of view of the nature of the positions, the official
public service may be divided. into two divisionstechnical and pro-
fessional, and nontechnical.

The first division includes those positions for which technical or
professional training is requiredengineers, physicians, chemists,

..foresters, accountants, geologists. For these positions the schools
an, giving rvartuuauty stiLusiscLury tecanicai aria proresmonai
*On but it would be an immense gain to the public service if they
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would add to their curricula courses in public administration involv-
ing the several specialties, taxation and finance, government and..

'' economics, institutional management, and other subjects calculated to
broaden the horizon of the technical or professional student, and
make it easier for him to fit into the complex scheme of public ad-
ministration. 4,.

The nontechnical branch of the public service, whether exempt or
tinder the merit system, includes a number of positions which are
attractive to those who have had advanced university work in eco-
nomics and political science, and particularly to those who supple-
ment technical or professional education by such training. Among
the positions of this type may be included the following: City man-
agers and administrative officers; civil service examiners; directors
of social centers; investigators for special staff bureaus, such as the
Federal Trade Commission at Washington, or the Bureau of Stand-
ards in New York City; investigators for commissions, such as tax,
public utility, insurance, industrial, and other commissions; refer-
ence librarians, municipal and State; secretaries and research agents
for legislative committees or members; deputies and secretaries to
executive officers.

The unofficial public service to which I referred above offers at
the present time more available and attractive positions to trained
men and women than the official service. One of the striking features
of modern democracy is the constant cooperation of the citizens with
the Governmeht through civic organization. As the functions of
government increase, the matters of these associations will increase
and the work of those already in existence will extend. Indeed, Our
civic organizations are becoming. in fact, giteways to official public
service in its higher ranges.

y
There is one branch of service which is so often treated apart

from Government that it is frequently overlooked, namely, educa-
tion. In the field of education there is a call for trained men and
women capable of handling large administrative problems, as well
as those of pedagogy. Our normal schools and teachers' colleges are,
of course, giving ^ Treat deal of attention to this matter, and the
time has now come to increase materially the amount of field work
and observation. This is done in Massachusetts, where practical ad-
ministration is Tinted toward, the degree in education.

There is also a problem of educational policy which is vitally con-
nected with the subject of the .hourthat is, the training of teachers '
of government, civic and administrative. The neglect of these sub-
jects, particularly in the high schools, is nothing short of a disgrace
to the Republic.

There is. another query,' namely, is it possible to train men and
women for the public service by what may be termed the laboratOrr7A4service

..,..:,.,
...
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method, which adds practical experience to book learning? This
question will be answered by reference to the program and methods
of instruction of the training school for public service.

The school insists that its students must have a broad foundation
in general government, municipal science, administration, economics,
and finance. The school does not at present offer formalized instruc-
tion in these subjects, and if an applicant has not already had these
fundamental subjects in some college or university, he is required to
secure this discipline before he is regarded as prepared for public
service.

The schdol confines its attention largely to training the students
in investigation of concrete civic problems, with New York City as
the laboratory. The whole field is divided into .;everal divisions,
such as : Public finance and accounting; public works; public
safetypolice and fire administration; social servicethe adminis-
tration of health functions, charities, and correction, etc.; civil service
and standardization of salaries and grades; central management and
control, including executive, board, and staff organization and pro-
cedure.

In the course of his two years' residence the regular student passes
through several, if not all, of these divisions. All contact with public
officers and all reports of conferences with them are made under the
direction of officers or staff members of the bureau of municipal
research, who are responsible for statements of fact and conclusion
reached. No member of the school is permitted to deal independently
with public officers or to render independent reports. We control
and check the students' work in many ways, in order to be able to
forni an accurate judgment as to quantity and quality.

Since the foundation of the school we have sent into the official
and unofficial service more than 75 studentslawyers, doctors, ac-
countants, engineers, teachers, and expeits in public administration.
While we have not escaped all the frailties of the flesh, we believe
that, the institution has justified the faith of the founders and has
found a permanent place among the now professional schools of
America. Having no cause to serve except that of wise and efficient
administration, charging no tuition fees, seeking no private profit
whatsoever, and asking no favors except a just recognition of the
merits of its graduates, the training school hopes to command by good
works the confidence and esteem of civic organization. and authorities
of State and to build the new profession of public service on a lasting
foundation.
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SOME PHASES OF FIELD WORK.

47

By PARKE R. KOLBE,

President of iluntoipal University of Akron, Ohio.

By field work is meant the activities of student's sent out by a
university department to get experience in the actual doing of some
piece of extramural work. Visits of inspection or observation are
not included under this term; they bear much the same relation to
real field work as does the reading of a textbook to laboratory
practice.

The traditions of education recognize three main factors in the
formal training of the studenttie recitation, the lecture, and the
laboratory. The quiz, the confettece, the demonstration, the exami-
nation, are only variants or tests of these three basic me,thotts. The
science of teaching has reiced them to an exact status. We may
refer at any time to a multitude of books on pedagogy which will
inform us as to the value or worthlessness of the many theories
which have grown up about them. But neither books, professors
nor schools have yet recognized the value or the newest factor in
education, namely, field work. Few measures have been taken to
insure its standardization in methrd or its efficiency in execution.

Certain standards of comparison may be laid down as basic and
applicable to all forms of field work. Such are methods of super-
vision, means for testing results, and plan of accrediting. Other im-
portant factors are the assignment of work, coordination of theory
and practice, remuneration for field workers, and practical useful-
ness of the work.

[Here President Kolbe enumerated forms of field work in various
colleges. Then he proceeded to give typical plans of organization,
as follows:]

One of the most broadly developed plans of sociological field work
is found at Harvard under the department of social ethics. The
following is quoted from a recent letter from Prof. James Ford:

Field work in this course has been undertaken In various forms. For ex-
ample, in my class of last year six members made a thorough housing survey
of several blocks In the city of Boston. Each man visited all the apartments
within the blocks in his assigned section and filled out cards for each house
and apartment. The Investigations were made In the company of the regular
municipal sanitary Inspector of the district. Each student In the course of the
term was assigned to several districts and thus to several inspectors. The stu-
dents were made to summarise the findings of their investigations in different
quarters of the city, together with comparative statistical tables and maps of
their district. The findings were placed at the disposal of the municipal health
department and were also put into the hands of the municipal city-planning
commission to accompany a scheme privately projected for replanning of one,
of the areas inspected. .

Two other students studied tenement-house fires, mating their inspections
in company with municipal and metropolitan fire Inspectors.

IL__
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Other students made maps showing the distribution of new buildings in
the city of Cambridge, or distribution of three-deckers and the like, which
have subsequently been utilized by the Cambridge city-planning commission.

The amount of supervision required necessarily depends upon the subject
at which the student works. I permit no howling surveys toobe made except
where there Is a reasonable assurance that the findings of the investigation
will be utilized for the advantage of the municipality. Often there is some
private body interested in the investigation made which provides a certain
amount of supervision. Alun',:ipal supervision is, of course, provided. In
addition, I require students to report to me at frequent intervals.

The grade Is given for this work precisely us for other thesis work within
the department. The student, in filling out housing investigation cards, is
acquiring material which must be summarized and submitted in the form of
a thesis which is graded in the usual manner. Some allowance is made in
grading the cards for neatness and fur accuracy of the results obtained. The
latter is checked up by reinvestigation of selected portions of the districts
examined by students. But the grade of the student for his research is
determined primarily by the report submitted. In addition, of course, there
are tests upon prescribed rending and lectures of the course which arc large
factors in determining the grade of the course.

Several interesting points occur in this account. Supervision of
field work is here. exercised entirely by the city authorities through
municipal sanitary or fire inspectors. The findings of the students
are primarily for practical usefulness, and serve as information for
various city departments and commissions. Frequent reports to the
professor in charge are required. Actual credit is given for the
work done, the grade being based on the character of the report sub-
mitted. The accuracy of results is checked by reinvestigation. In
addition lectures are held and reading is required, upon which tests
are given. The system thus outlined may well serve as a model,
since it meets all the requirements of strict supervision, careful co-
ordination, and useful cooperation with chic interests.

A somewhat different kind of field work is illustrated by the activi-
ties of students in the settlement house maintained by the depart-
ment of sociology of Syracuse University. The second annual report
of this organization bring; out the following facts:

The university settlement is located in the center of the fifteenth ward of
Syracuse, in the heart of the most densely populated section of the city. This
neighborhood present% on a modified scale, practically all of the elements of
the slums of a greater city. The social work is under the direction and man-
agement ,of the department of sociology of Syracuse University. The greater
Part of the work is being done by students who are doing major work in
sociology' at the university. Under the supervision of these a large number
of other students assist with the work.

In connection with this settlement., a training class for social
workers is carried on at the university in which students receive two
hours per week credit for the year, four hours' actual work per
week in addition to readings being required. No remuneration is

'ven student workers.
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In the Syracuse plan as above outlined the university not only
has full supervision of student workers, but eve controls the facili-
ties under which the work is done, thus differ' g materially from
the Harvard system. In both, however, the stu ents are rewarded
by college credit.

Different again is the plan of field work carri d out by students
of the Cleveland school of education under the direction 'of. Dr.
Jean Dawson in the antifly campaign waged in t at city last sum-
mer. These girls were selected by Dr. Dawson f r their peculiar
fitness for the work, after preparation in courses spe ifically designed
for this purpose. While not legally appointed san tary inspectors,
they were granted a definite badge by the city department of public
welfare and were backed in every way by the vari us departments
of the city. Their work was to make a thorough i vestigation of
the city, and so far as possible to .eliminate all pl s where flies
could breed, reporting to the proper authorities tho persons who
failed to comply with their directions. For this work each girl re-
ceived a remuneration of $7 per week, but no Credit w s given in the
normal school nor was any effort apparently made to rdinate this ,

field work with any concurrent course of study. This lan furnishes .

a still further variant from those in use at Harvard nd Syracuse.
The brief survey just giien shows a variety of me hods now in

actual use in the conduct of field work in colleges and iversities in
one department only chat of sociology. While fair' representa-
tive of methods in general, those just detailed are capa le of consid-
erable variation to meet the demands of subject an `surrounding
conditions. Without going into a broader field, it isl interesting to
summarize the variations on the basis of the standards / of comparison
as already indicated:

1. Method of supervision:
a. By outside agencies (Pittsburgh, Harvard).
b. By the college department (Pennsylvania, Syracuse).

2. Means of testing results:
a. By personal conference (Pennsylvania).
b. By direct personal supervision (Syracuse, Cleveland).
o. By reinvestigation (Harvard).
d. 13,* reports, tests, classwork (Harvard, Pittsburgh).

3. Plan of accrediting:
a. By giving college credit for field work alone (Pennsylvania).
b. By giving college credit for field work with clasawork (Harvard).
c. By money remuneration with no college credit (Cleveland).

This all goes to show the utter lack of standardisation in the realm
of field work. It is quite possible that such standardization will
never come; that it is not even desirable that it dO come. Yet a con-
ference of those under whose supervision such work is carried on
would serve to eliminate much of the wide' divergency in practice *

`. and to secure the universal adoption of certain desirable elements
21089r
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and the elimination of undesirable ones. I should not, however, like
to leave you to-day with the inference that all those attending such
a meeting would be professors olsociology. The scope of field work,

° while not universal, is much broader than thei limits of any one
department. The following enumeration, which is far from com-
plete, is at least typical of the various kinds of efforts now made:

Practice teaching in city high schools.
Work of cooperative engineering studeiats in industries and'city departments.
Church work and preaching (Brown University).
In New York business firms (New York University).
Municipal sanitary inspection (College of the City of New York and School

for Public Health. Officers conducted by Harvard and Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology).

School nursing in New York public Achools and settlements (Teachers College
of Columbia University).

Home economics in /%14:w York public-school lunchrowns (Teachers College).
Cooperative law courses with practical law-office work (Georgetowa Uni-

versity).
Assistants to city chemist (Akron).
Ill city offices under bureau of municipal research (Akron).
In addition also a large number of miscellaneous Investigative efforts in tlw

departments of political science, economics, and sociology.

It would be unjust to leave this subject without a brief mention of
appreciation of the constructive suggestions in regard to supervision
of field work by the American Political Science Association as out-
lined in the preliminary report of its committee on, practical train-
ing for public service, pages,. 339-352. Equally enlightening are
the remarks of Prof. Jenks, of New- York University, before the
First National Conference on universities and Public Service, as
reported in the proceedings of that meeting. The following state-
ments 'quoted from this speech seem to define the essential points
of cooperative field work:

It is probable that there has been too great readiness hereto r teachers
in all Aniversities to emphasize the plan of inspection too much and actual
work too little. Moreover, this looking things over does not give real train-
ing to students. Also, care must be taken to get always a scientific back-
ground for all the practical work done. Especially is this true if we are
giving training to our graduate students with the idea that they are to
occupy later high places in the city administration. There is much danger
of the helter-skelter practice and !I, t enough thorough training and supervision.

The keynote*of the paragraph just quoted is a warning against
lower standards in field work than in laboratog, lecture, or recita-
tion. The problem oaf increasing the efficiency of field work 4is one of
the most vital questions with which this movement well have to deal.'

At the business meeting the association framed a, resolution to ppoint a committee to
make a full report on field work. President Kolbe is chairman that committee. Presi-
dent Kolbe took occasion to convert a misstatement which he ad made concerning Hunter
College, of the City of New York, and which appeared In the bulletin reporting the pro-
ceedings of the first meeting. He had referred to this institution as " Normal College,"

4 and an a normal school. Be ackngwledged, his mistake and characterised the Institution
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IV. RESULIS OF COOPERATIVE TRAINING FOR PUBLIC

SERVICE.

RESULTS OF COOPERATION BY THE MUNICIPALITY AND THEUNIVERSITY IN TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.

BY LEM um, MuRLIN,

President of Boston University.

Hitherto the consciousness of obligation to public service in educa-tion has been confined wholly to the State institutions, but even here .it has been neither well-defined nor compelling. 'he normal schoolhas, in a measure, felt its obligations to public service in trainingefficient teachers and competent administrators of pub ic-school edu-cation. The agricultural colleges, also, .diligently plied them-
&

Selves to all aspects of rural welfare. The State university, at firstcontent to be much like most other educational institutions, -its only
-difference being that it drew its support from the State treasury, nowenters into every activity of the life of the State. .Only within very recent years have institutions in or near cities
begun to sense the fact that they owe a particular duty to serve the 4city in all its various forms of life, and that, at the same time, thecity provides a unique opportunity for educational equipment,

d,
lid, trainirg, and service.

therto our American colleges and universities have been located
..

for the most part in the country, meeting the conditions of a socialage whose population was largely rural. The rapid growth of citieshas changed econ4lic .conditions so completely and rapidly that
adjustments have not been able to keep pace. Democracy is nowput to its supreme tests. We are far from demonstrating that a I
people can be free, intelligent, social, disinterested, and patriotic
enough to govern 'themselves ; and the stressing problem of a demo-
cratic civilization is the city. If the university of the twentieth
century is to have that place of leadership in our age held by our
institutions of learning in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, ..it must, as did these, be located among the people, seeking to clear\ their vision, W gird them for new tasks, and to enrich and nourishtheir lives. The municipal university is, therefore, natural and
inevitable; its .rise marks an era in the development of American
education s4cond only to the founding of the public school in the
eighteenth century and opening of the State university in the -.nineteenth century.

Reference has already beeil made to the great equipment which a
city .offers a university located within or near its borders. Indeed,
the city in itself is a library and a laboratory 'of manifold learning,

, .
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'literature, arts, and sciences; its libraries, factories, shops, offices,
its vast commercial enterprises; its religiqus, moral, educational,
social, philanthropic, and charitable undertakings; these the student
may study at first hand in the very process of their making and .
onward movement; and he may have, in some small but important
measure, a share in their actual development and conduct, thus
uniting his thinking and doing, his learning and living, so important
in efficient education.

It is rather early to enumerate results of such cooperation, much
more so to evaluate. Many unitersities have been rendering a vast
amount of public service without distinctly recognizing it as such.
A few months ago the mayor of a certain city called together the
heads of the various educational institutions' in and about the city:

'41 he had just made the discovery,that "The Municipality and the Uni-
versity," constituted a rather startling, interesting, and suggestive
phrase which might have in it, if not political, value, at least good
publicity value. There was a cordial response to his invitation; he
read an interesting essay which made good material for the news-
papers, and they published it in full. The responses of the presi-
dents indicated that almost all, and in some aspects even more than
the mayor had pointed out as possible, was being done; and every
educator present was alive to the possibilities suggested, and ready
to cooperate to any practicable degree desired by the city. Nor is
this an exceptional case. In all communities institutions have
quietly gone on, doing their work, responding to special calls for
expert advice and service, giving them freely and gladly, as a nat-
ural expression of their ordinary activity, without taking any special
accounting and without giving such service any name.

But far more important than the immediately and obviously prac-
tical service of the urban university to the problems of the daily
ongoing life of the city has been the general service which the uni-
versity has rendered in the kind of men and women it has given to
the community. It should be distinctly understood that though we
give to the city efficient practical workers and efficient practical
service, nevertheless our largest opportunity still is, and ever will be,
that we give to the city a sturdy, strong, conscientious manhood and
womanhood. We must ever keep before us the vision of an ideal

Illitowanhood and womanhood as our most worthy and most distinct
contribution to the welfare of the city and Nation.

Granting all this, even holding it as a fundamental principle, at
the same time'we can not fail to see that for a large number of stu-
dente the city and its institutions afford the need and the material
and the opportunity for special aims and methods in education. It
is, then, the duty of the urban university to' undertake a distaict
type of educational service, with nev. kinds of equiphien), new meth-
ods of instruction, and new forms of ministration.
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It is, however, altogether too soon to enumerate the results of direct
cooperation between the university and the city. We have as yet
but the faintest gleams of the possibilities epening before us here;
moreover, what cooperation we now have is so recent that we can not
measure results. We must wait at least a generation before we be-
gin to tabulate and evaluate the signifidence of what we are only be-
ginning to see, and of what we have only very slightly begun to use.
But we may reasonably suggest a few probable results.

First of all, there is the influence which such cooperation will have
upon the colleges and universities. Their instruction will be vivified-
by immediate pragmatic tests. The reality thus given to the workof the classroom or seminar will arouse professor and student to
best endeavor. They understand they are not merely pretending;
they are in the midst of the veritable storm and stress of life itself.
Now, it is thinking through the problem and doing the definite thing,
tested out, tried, and found to be true, that is necessary to make the
truly educated man ; and a pragmatic test, applied to the student
by the foreman in the shop, by the consumer of his product, by the
editor of the magazine, or by anyone dealing directly with the on-,
going of the practical affairs,of life, lends reality, definiteness, vivid-
ness, accuracy, and richness to the work done in the university. "My
business organization is as much an educational institution as your
university," said a successful manager of several large corporations
to a college president There is so much of truth in his statement
that educators can no longer overlook the value that will come to
both the college and the business organization by hearty cooperation
between them in the educational program.

Cooperation in education 'by ,the university and the municipality.
sh uld mean, in the second place, that we shall have scholastic re-
sults superior to those which we now haw. It is notorious that, save
for a very few, there is little of the scholastic .liabit among college
students. The president of a college in good standing, writing the
other day, gave two lines to matters se-holistic, while all the rest of
the full-paged letter was devoted to an account of athletic achiete,
ments and outlook, closing with the assurance that the Prospects of
his institution were very,bright ! Better, if we must choose, is that

, statement of a western State university president,who, in responding .
to a questionnaire on athletics, said:

I fear I can not give you any helpful information from our institution; col-
lege athletics we do have, but not in the sense that your questionnaire implies;
our boys are too busy solving the problems of the desert to have any time tor
the prevalent type of college athletics.

" Solving the problems of flit!, desert I" Their institution was lo-
ii.cated in the heart of that region which once appeared on the maps of
American school geographies as "The Great American Desert." Ah I
how numerous are the problems of civilization in the city, in the
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village, in the country, in the Nation T Look at our economic, social,
educational, religious situation. It is a desert, challenging the bestof heart and intellect for the solution of its problems.

We must be on guard, however, against the serious danger of the
present tendency in education to meet the demand for so-called prac-
tical efficiency. Too often it means only industrial, material, me-
chanical efficiency. The following note of warning from the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch finds much in bur present tendency in educationto justify. iteslf

"Efficiency is 90 per cent" says a solemn bore who presides over a boiler fac-tory full of men. Inside a boiler factory; yes, efficiency ought to be 9) per cent,and If possible 100 per cent of a man. But the Inside factory point of viewis prevailing too popularly outside. Wouldn't this be a dreary world if menwere 100 per cent efficient and mere substitutes for machinery? Shall we hovedonkey engines conversing in the parlor and steam cranes in the pulpit? Thewhole human works would consist of Interchangeable parts ; we should have'a standard type of man, and life would be literally a grind. The galley slave,chained to the oar was a fair Sample of 100 per cent efficiency The an In thetreadmill was likewise going some from the. efficiency standpoint.
The ancient Greeks had standards of personal excellence and social worth- which deserve meditation when our modern poise is threatened. The com-posite of these standards has rarely been attained, but he Is a beautiful model.011os reprOsented wealth with grace, °puler*, elegance, generosity, phi-lanthropy; altruiSmthus wealth the antithesis of plutocratic. Arete stood forwhat these times worship as efficiency ; that is. capability, capacity, exeetttiv/

Aldos was becoming ideal, a quality the precise apposite of "cheek." Soph-rosyne elevated confidence anti self-control: fialokagathle fused Into a single
concept many notions of economic, esthetic, and moral good; anti Eieutheroswas the gentleman endowed with all admirable qualities the noble rara avlswhom our single aim of efficiency would slay and forget.

True the Greeks, as a historian has remarked, proved that people could sinkvery low While talking very high. But there Is scarcely cnotIgh tall talk in ourtimes to indicate our bare pos.sesslovf idealsthe talk is mostly low-pitched,
lumps men as a commercial asset, and lacks in sheer humanity its It does Ingrace and rhetoric. The world needs another education in the " humanitiessuch as it received in the Renaissance.

, The question of Its ideal man-as -he- should -be Is the most vital, most ;uncia-
1 mental, which concerns any organized society. It is for us of this day to con-sider: To what doom points a spirit of brutal crassness to which the nobat'feelings and refinements are foreign?- Shall we humans develop thrpugh sur-vivals of the most efficieUt to become just units In a boiler factory world?

Happily, however, we do not have to descend to this crass standard
of efficiency. We do not have4o choose as between cultural educa-
tion and vocational education. We may have both! It is a question
of viewpoint and method during the educational process. A man's
business in life ought to be a never-ending educational process in
highest values; and he should be so educated as to see himself and
his life work as a part of an ever - developing civilization whose chief
concern, whose very life, depends upon the training and -the use of
the finer qualities of manhood and womanhood.
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In the third place, cooperation between the. university and the
city in educational endeavor ought to result in a better citizenship.
It will be a more intelligent citizenship, for the student's interest
and initiative have been aroused to a purpose for nothing less than
definiteness and accuracy in achievement.. This practical experience
in doing and learning in the city university and in the city's busi-
ness, its industries and common welfare, will awaken in the student
a sense of pride in the city that gave him his opportunity for gaining
knowledge, and for the training and preparation which has fitted
him for his life work. The experience will also awaken in him
a sense of his obligation "to make good" in life by the servine
which he gives back- to the city.

Then will we have citizens with a strong community conscious- .

ness; the 'very air they have breathed throughout their lists from
Primary school to university graduation has been that of men who
see themselves as individuals and as integral parts of the whole com-
munity. No one of them can run his private business, not even his
own home, as if he were the only one who is concerned; he sees at
once that his own highest welfare is bound up in the welfare of his
neighbors, and of all others whose induitrial lives, as his, go to
make the city.

In the best-governed city in the world there are 6,000 private
citizens serving in unsalaried positions on committees or commis-
sions, giving four to ten hours per week to the serviceof their city.
They are lawyers, doctors, merchants, manufacturers, ministers,
teachers, tradesmen, laboring men, each and all freely contributing
their share to the common welfare. In such service they find their
highest and best selves; they give to the city those fine qualities of
personal character which unselfish service always develops in indi-
viduals. The city, after all, in its spirit and ideals, is but the
average of the spirit and ideals of its.individuals.

Let us hope that, along with engineers, doctors, ministers, edu-
cators, financiers, business adminiiirators, and all Other expert serv-
ice required in our modern life, one of the first resultsas it is the
one most neededof cooperation 4tween the university and the
city will be a still larger number ofthat type of good citizens who
stand up and say "I am a citizen of no mean city," and by the
quality and character of their own lives and the efficiency and sin-
cerity of their voluntary service to the city have made it great and
strong and beautiful in all the things that make for human better-
ment. J
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COOPERATION BETWEEN THE BUSINESS MEN OF NEW ORLEANS
AND THE GOLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRA- ,
TION OF THE TULAN UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA.

By Morrow A. Aumuc a,

Dean of the CoUege of Commerce and Business Administration, Tulane Univer-
sity of Laufaiana.

The business men of New Orleans realize the responsibility of
their position at the gateway. Quietly and efficiently they are pre-
paring to serve the growing commerce of the Mississippi Valley,
and one of the responsibilities which they feel is that of providing
adequate training for the young men who are preparing for a busi-
ness career.

When a few representative-New Orleans business men made up
their minds that their city should have a college of commerce they
found three groups of people to which they could turn for help.
First, there was the city's organization of business men, the Associa-
tion of Commerce; secondly, there was Tulane University ; and,
thirdly, there were those individual business men who were especially
interested in the establishment of mature business education. Their
problem was to mobilize and combine these forces. There was nothing
unusual or peculiar to New Orleans, you see, either in the problem

the situation.
From the outset it was clearly understood that the college of com-

merce and business administration is one of the professional schools
of Tulane University, and that the university has complete and
undivided control of its appointments, of its policy and standards,
and of its educational bill of fare.

But it was the ideal of those who took the lead in this movement
that a truly substantial and adequate foundation for a college of
commerce must' include the active interest and support, not only of
the university, but of every one of these three groups, and, moreover,
that this support sh2uld be so organized that in each case the interest
would be permancrt.

Especially was it desirable that the individual business men who
contributed money to the college should be organized in some way

'm that they would not feel that their responsibility ceased with the
signing of a check. In all this cooperation it was not merely money

ghat we were seeking, but solid, active, day-by-day interestirend'help-
.-ftil suggestions and support.

The business men of Germany have come to think of their colleges
of commerce as an essential part of their commercial development.
And in' an American city a college of commerce can' accomplish only
a verylittle of what it might otherwise do to help unless the business

. men come to,think of it, as they think of their exchanges and their
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railroads and their banks, as a natural and essential part of the city's
business equipment and business life. We set out, therefore, to hook
up with the college the interest- of the business community. The
result is that our college of commerce is to-day'in the happy situa- _
tion of having three parents solicitous for its welfare instelkd of one.

How is this cooperation between the business men andthe college
of commerce worked? What does tha Association of Commerce do?
On the material,side, it provides ample quarters in its own building
for the night courses which the college offers for business men and
women (in addition to its four-year day course in the college build-
ings) and for the public informal Friday night talks. Furthermore,
it advertises the college of commerce much as it advertises any other
department of its work.

Another valuable result Of the close connection between the college
and the Association of Commerce is that more of the older members
of the association and more of the members of its vigorous young
men's department enroll in the businos men's night courses of the
college. There is no doubt that young business men are more likely
to attend the courses of a college of commerce which is associated in
their minds with the commercial organization of the older business
men and has, therefore, an atmosphere of the right sort.

The public weekly informal Friday night talks of the college
commerce are plain business talks by business men on itsiness sub-
jects. They are short; they are informal; they are always followed
by questioning and discussion; and they are largely attended by
business men. One welcome result of these informal Friday night
talks is that they bring the college to the attention of a large number
of business men whom it would be difficult to reach in any other way.
These talks are held Under the joint auspices of the college and the'
Association of Commerce, with the result that we are developing in
N6W Orleans, instead of Occasional business talks at irregular inter-
vals and-at unexpected places, one styotg business forum, to the suc-
cess of which the Association of Commerce and its young men's-
branch, the college of commerce, and the business community gen-.
erally unitedly contribute.

So much as to the cooperation of the Association of Commerce;-,
let us turn to the cooperation of the individual citizens and business
men. At the outset 104 of them combined to guarantee the- expenses
of the college..' But the ,college needed from these business men
their personal service as well as their money; and the danger was,
as I have said, that they would feel that their responsibility, the'
need of their understanding of the work, and their possibilities of.
helpfulness to the college all ended with their signing of the
guaranty.
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'One. of the -wisest and most -far-reaching steps in the permanent
; coordSnation of all the-groups interested in providing training pre) ..;

paring for a business career was the action of the board of adminis-
trators of Tulane University in requesting the members of this board
of gas/Anti:as to elect officers and an executive committee and form
a permanent organization, in order to-make it porsible to confer with
them in regard to matters affecting the success of the college.

Not only do the officers and executive committee meet monthly to
heir detailed reports of the work of the college and to lay plans
for its future growth, but individually they and the other members

`:14 this board of guarantors stand ready to contribute their thought
and time-unselfishly, in all sorts of ways, to extend the usefulness
of the college.

The professors of the college of commerce are in close association)
with the ..members of this board of guarantors and turn to them

. constantly for the results of their practical experience and for assist-
ance and advice, and it is a great advantage to the teacher (and to his
students) to be able to consult freely with business men who already
are interested in helping the college and understand its work.

To cite one other .evidence of their spirit, these business men
guarantors soon realized that a main reason why more young men
already in business were not attending our night classes was because
their employees, in many cases, did not show them that they rc-og-
nized the value of the work. The guarantors understood that if this
business training is valuable for the students when we had, it is
equally valuable for ten times as many more. Consequently, they
have set to work to talk with these employers, with the result. that
more and more the heads of our business houses and banks are
advising their employees to attend the night classes, and frequently
are offering to pay part or all of their tuition fees.

REED COLLEGE AND ITS COMMUNITY.

By WILLIAM T. FORTES, I.L. D.,

Preotdent of Reed College, Portland, Oreg.

Reed College is a small college, only four years old. It has
stinted out in new fields. Its work is, therefore, largely tentative;
the most it has to present is n suggestion here and there, and large
hopes. for the future.

For the instruction of college students who are later to take their
places as citizens, indifferent or energetic, our methods should be
those which, at the same time, will educate the adult population with
respect to civic duties. A few such methods have been tried at Reed
College.
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We take our students in economics, government, educationl pAy-
chology, and sociology out into the city, after their introductory
courses in these 'fields, to find out what is actually going on in the
laboratories of the city, in the health department, in the purchasing
agent's office, in the police, fire, and finance departments, in the
city employment agency, the tax bureau, the schools, and so on. The
students have individual problems of investigation to carry on under
the guidance of members of the faculty and at times with the faculty.

Much of the information thus assembled concerning the form and
operation of the government of the city of Portland we arranged in
a series of lectures, and the class in statistics, as laboratory work,
endeavored to find means of graphically. presenting the facts so as
to make.their meaning unmistakable and of interest to large numbers
of citizens.

We thus got together about five hundred illustrations for a series
of six lectures on "The Voter and His City." We then proceeded
to try them on the voters. At the conclusion of each lecture we con-
ducted discussions, partly to find out whether the lecture was under-
stood, what pertinent questions remained unanswered, and how the
practical value of the course might be increased. Our endeavor was,
you see, to get before as many voters as possible nonpartisan, ac-
curate, up-to-date, interesting, and immediately usable information
about every aspect of the ity government. Thus,' for example, we
explained how the new pre rential voting system works, to what
extent the city purchasing d rtment saves money, the need of a
ckmpaign against the smoke nuisance, some of the mysteries of
budget making, some of the wastes of the city administration, hous-
ing conditions, defects of the housing code, And the need of play-
ground supervision. We treated 40 other topics without gloves, our
sole purpose being to get inforthation before the people.

When anybody objected to any statement, we asked, "Is it true?"
If he could show that it was not true, we changed it; but, as a rule,
the objection was merely that to make known these facts caused
trouble. We replied that it is the business of a college to cause thiskind of trouble.

It is gratifying to us that some unpleasant things which were
true when we started that series of lectures are not true to =day. We
had to change the lectures from time to time.

We have given the series in 15 different places, with a total attend-
ance thus far of 3,740. Not only did our undergraduates prepare
material for the lectures, but two students presented the course to all
the classes in civil government in all the public schools in the city.

meeting
of our faculty, helped to organize and presided at the first

meeting of a nonpartisan *comrnittee of 100 citizens, which ream,
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mended to the voters the men who were elected commissioners under
the new city charter. That was the beginning of our cooperation
with city officers. Our students and our faculty have been prominent
in the movement for woman suffrage and for the extension of popu-
lar government; and a large number of our students, at least half
of them, I think, and at least half of our faculty, were prominent in
the campaign for the prohibition of the liquor traffic. Regardless
of the merits of the question, this is indicative of what an institution
can do if it is free from entangling alliances, independent of votes of
city or State officers, and unhampered by traditional ideas of ,what
college should not do.

The mayor called upon the college to take charge of an investta-
tion of public amusements in Portland. The students and faculty,
with the aid of 40 other men and women, investigated the motion-
picture and vaudeville houses of the city and published the results.
Their recommendations were used in making new laws on the sub-
ject in various cities.

The college aided iwthe organization of the Oregon Civic League.
One of our faculty was its first president. The college also works with
the new Chamber of Commerce, an organization of 3,500 men. One
of the faculty is in charge of the committee on city Panning and
the committee on city schools.;4Another professor is aiding the
chamber in an industrial surveil:of Oregon. The collIge and the
chamber of commerce work together with mutual advantage. The
same is true of all the libraries. Every one of them is as valuable a
part of the Reed College equipment as if it were on our own campus.

In four years the number of individual attendants at extension-
course lectures has increased from 3,000 to 15,000.

Our campus itself and our gymnasium and athletic field are put
under the direction of the city tdepartment of parks and play-
grounds as a free municipal playground all summer.

Another illustration of field work forthe welfare of citizens and
for the training of students\who n at some time hold public
office is in the field of social hygiene. In cooperation with a large
number of citizens, students and fticulty membars conduct lectures
and conferences and carry on a State :wide campaign. One of our
faculty is president of die organization in charge of the work;
one of our students is the executive secretary. We conducted an
extension course for the preparation of workers in this field which
was attended by 120 men and women. We published 705,000 circu-
lars on 20 subjects. Besides giving lectures in 70 towns and cities,
we prepared an exhibit which we have sent about the States and
have shown to 118,000 people. We have maintained an advisory
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department., with a physician in. charge. He has corresponded with
1,400 people in, special need, and at his office 3,600 have called for
help. We haVe obtained the cooperation of 57 business houses in
the city which have been sufficiently impressed with the value 'of
this service to give their employees company time in order that they
might profit by our instruction.

Another branch of this work was the campaign against fake
doctors and medical concerns, whose sole object is to get money from
people whether they are diseased or not. Our first object was to
cut off their means of circulating false information. This we did
through tfulielimination of all such advertisements the State
of Oregon. It meant a great loss of revenue to the newspapers, yet
they gave us their unqualified support.

Field work is necessary for students themselves; it gives them
vital contact with the community; it is not purely academic. Second,
it is necessary -for4lie faculty, in order that they will not become
"typical college professors." The traditional professor is said to be
academic, impractical, uninteresting, completely lost when thrown
into close contact with human beings outside the classroom or
laboratory. He needs to know more of the world`-in order that his
instruction may become vitalized.

Finally, such field work is necessary for the curriculum. There is
something flabby, indeed almost immoral, about the teaching of
ethics and sociology iind government which issues into no grappling
with immediate needs. Both teachers and students should appre-
ciate actual conditions and should have immediate opportunity to
act in response to emotions which they experience as a result of
investigation or instruction.

It is partly because students have not had this vital training in
college days that so many of them appear after graduation indiffer-
ent to the duties of a citizen. Often you can get better support for a
program of municipal betterment from people who have not had a
university education. That is a serious fact. The gentleman from
Pittsburgh has rightly said that we must begin from the bottom with
a iiew sort of education. We must offer new opportunities and
create a new sense of civic responsibility in our schools and colleges
if we are to create an effective demand for trained, devoted, and
honest public servants in every branch of municipal affairs. Mean-
time, we must continue to strive for vital and continuous cooperation
between the university and the municipality.

a
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RESULTS OF COOPERATIVE TRAININ41 FOR PUBISIIC SERVICE AT THE

COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

By SIDNEY EDWARD MEZE8,

Preeidest of the Coileyo of the C4ty of hew York.

We give cooperative instruction not only in order to train men to
enter the service of the city, but also to improve the efficiency of those
already in the service; we attempt to carry out investigations of a
scientific character which will give dependable results, upon which
city officials, and, incidentally, business men, may rely in conducting
the enterprises in their charge; and our more experienced men are
available as members of boards, commissions, and committees which
are deliberating concerning thejsaest method oil conducting large
undertakings.

Our college of arts and sciences is conducted both by day and by
night. The standards of admission and graduation for day session
and evening session are the same. We also haiYe teachers' extension
courses to give professional and cultural work to those in the city
school system. Then there is a division of vocational subjects and
civic administration, offering courses primarily for city employees.
in the college buildings and in the Municipal Building during after-
noon and evening hours.

c
In the regular college course the cooperative work, that comes first

to mind is that connected with the chemistry department. The cen-
tral testing laboratory of the city sends officially tested samples of
materials which are 1p be purchased by the city to our instructor in
municipal chemistry. He has his class perform the tests and checks
their results by the official report. Students in this course are taken
on inspection itnd observation trips to the city's laboratory, and they
receive lectures from time to time from the directors of the laboratory
and other municipal experts. There is a similar cooperative arrange-
ment for courses in food inspection and analysis and municipal sani-
tation. Students preparing to enter the city education system as
teachers in the grammar or high schools do practice teaching or
pupil-teaching service in the system. These examples will show the
general way in which undergraduates of the college are benefited by
cooperation with city departments.

Now we turn to instruction of those already in the service. The
largest single group of city employees improved by the college are
the teachers, and in connection with courses provided for them it
has been found necessary, in view of the large size and the generous
spread of the City of New York, to have instruction not merely
at the seat of the institution, but also at other centers in Manhattan
and the other four boroughs of the city.

There are in attendance upon these particular courses which train
tar improve the training 01 the teachers in the public schools of the
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city at present over 5,000 teachers, and we think that is a service
well worth rendering. The personnel of this student, body changes
from year to year, and it is safe to say that at a given time we
have enough teachers in the service who have received our instruc-
tion to have contact, indirectly, with over 1,000,000 children, and
we are to that extent helping those 1,000,000 children.

City employees in all of the rather departments and those in the
service of the State and Nation have the resource of the college
placed at their disposal in a rather novel way. By virtue -of their
positions they are admitted to any course offered in the college which
they are qualified to pursue. The general entrance requirements are
waived. While such students are not candidates for degrees, they
nevertheless receivemuch help from the courses. The effect of
admitting these mature students with very definite and practical
reasons for taking up studies has been' most beneficial. In some
cases the rather formal academic methods were modified and fresh
ability and a new point of view were brought to the courses.

Special extra-curricula courses to meet the vocational needs of men
in certain city departments here also established. There is the course
in technical electricity, of especial interest to men in the department
of water supply, gae, and electricity, and water-supply engin4r-
ing for those in the same. department or the board of water supply.
Some of such special courses, as well as sections from the regular
courses of study, were established in the Municipal Building, the
governmental center of $ihe City of New York. In giving these
courses New York University cooperates with us. They are designed
to meet the needs of three classes of employees.

First, there are those who are interested or occupied in engineering
enterprises. New. York City, like every large city, has a great deal
of engineering work to do, and courses such as water-supply engineer-
ing, construction inspection, reinforced concrete construction, elec-
trical engineering, draftsmanship of all kinds, engineering design,
theory of stresses, and any matters of that general kind enable em-
ployees in engineering departments of the city government to become
more efficient in doing their work and in serving, the city. Then
there is a large clerical business force engaged in the city, and mem-
bers of it who wish appropriate instruction may take up English
accounting, economics, government, and allied studies. Those w o
are engaged in the great social services have courses in philanthr y,
sociology, and various aspects of social work. Of course a treat
many of them have come into the service with a technical and legal
rather than a broad social understanding and training for the work
which they are to do. The courses tend to broaden them and'render
them more liberal and sympathetic in their dealings with thepeople.
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iThere s also a certain number of elementary courses in the lan-
guagesItalian, for instance, and Spanish, and German, and Yid-
dish. The reason forgiving these language courses to city employees
is that many are inspectors employe& to deal with the large foreign
population of New York City. These courses make possible a means
of communication between recent immigrants and the inspectors. We
now inbtfuct 270 city employees in the Municipal Building and ov(N
300 in the main college buildings. This group of 000, together with
the 5,000 teachers, makes a very respectable body of municipal stu-
dents. And the body will grow.

We turn to an activity in another directionnamely, cooperation
with business men. The evening session, as would be expected, is
largely attended by business men, and these comprise engineers,
lawyers, doctors, as well as men working in banks, in business estab-
lishments in storesall sorts and conditions of men who tire actually
engaged or employed during the daytime. But the course which has
just been instituted and which is intended for them specifically, and
which is being carried on in the customs house with the cooperation
of business men, is one on foreign markets. In a large exporting
center like New York, obviously this is a very important thing.
Certain business associations arecooperating with that course. They
have joined together and have formed an advisory committee to aid
the instructor in charge of the course. The course has to deal very
practically with the subject of foreign markets.

The college also benefits persons employed 13; the city in lab-
oratories. A few of them are given instwction so as to improve
their technique in the matter of testing the city's supplies. They are
as yet but a handful, but the course is prophetic, because it indicates
that later on other men who may be engaged in this work for the
city will not be asked to coine'out to the institution itself, but will
have competent teachers come to them in their offices and workshops
to gfve them the instruction necessary to increase their value to
the city,

Another form of scientific cooperation is found- in the psycho-
logical laboratory, or educational clinic. There are in all school
'systems children who do not get on. They are backward, or deficient,
or unruly, and it is necessary that they be submitted to a very
careful test to determine what is the matter with them. Of these
children quite a number have to be dealt with by the courts of the
city under certain circumstances, and the first thing to termine
is whether they are responsible or irresponsible. FOr this urpose
they are sent to our educational clinic to be examined m ntally.
If they are irresponsible they are senate certain custodial institutions.
If they are still irresponsible they are sent to truant schools. Ob-
viously the number of examinations is great. For two or three days
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in the week there a steady stream of children going through the
clinic and being carefuly tested, and the cases are handled by ex-
perts who determine how best each child shall be treated. Inci-
dentallemuch scientific information is -gathered which is helpful to
the schools of the 'city in dealing with their scholars.

There is also a survey which has been undertaken with a view of
studying and deciding what kinds of further training are needed by
the different groups of city employees. The. city departments are
cooperating most helpfully with the authorities of the college, and
a small, sum to finance this investigation has been appropriated.
The departments of the city have been visited, with the coopera-
tion of the heads of these departments, in order to find out just
how the various employees of the city can be aided to become more
efficient and give more to the city in return for the money that
the city pays them. It is partly as a result of this that some of the
courses I have mentioned have been already decided upon. We haves
furthermore, a coMinuing investigation by men who are employed
to keep these courses in touch with the needs as they ascertain these
needs progressively of the various groups of city employees, so that
courses and types of training will never be much out of touch with
real, existing needs.

Finally, men have served on such commissions, for instance,
as that on occupational disease. The board of health is constantly
in cooperation with and is receiving advice from our men in chem-
istry, from our men in biology, and from our men in hygiene.

There was an investigation of mental deficiency and as to the
best method of caring for the 1,750 defectives on Randalls
whose care has not been carried on, as was generally thought, quite
as well as it might have been. One of the professors of the City
College was on that commission. As a result of its recommiendations
some $600,000 was appropriated by the State to insure better atten-
tion to these unfortunates and to improve their surroundings.

Another board on which the college is represented is that which
has charge of the factory intpection undertaken by the City of
New York. All the factorik*ere inspecttd to discover conditions
existing in them, the nature of employment, and various problems of
that kind. A report was published, which has been very helpful to
us, and which will doubtless be helpful-in other places. .

Now, this very brief and very dry account will possibly give some
notion of the types of cooperation under way. Only a beginning.
has been made. We do not go, for instance, as far as your 'local
university goes in a number of directions. We do not go as far as
we should in the training of many different groups of city em-
ployees. The city employee in New York has to come in contact with

45424*-113-----6
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;very aggravated social conditions, and to try to better the enviran-.
m'ent of people who live in congested districts, in the way of housing
facilities, sanitation, living facilities, food, and' various other details
of environiiThtrerall these men must be trained; they need the sociel
spirit, a larger altruism, and a keener appreciation of seighborliness,
and of civic obligation. ,7\.

Moreover, a city government is only as good as public opinion
will allbw it to be. If the general mass or run of the citizens are
not men with considerable information, with a large public spirit,
with -a vision of the f-uture, with 'some notion of the significance of
the latter-day municipal spirit, the government of the city can not
be expected to rise very' high ab6ve those people whom it governs.

So therd is a large responsibility on the part of urban universities
for dissf3minating information, for giving inspiration, for broaden-
ing the views, and lengthening the vision of the whole population, all
of which can be done, and will he done more and more, as time goes
on, by miknicipal institutions.

6'

COOPERATIVE TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE IN NEW YORK CITY.

By EIKICTIT MOSKOWITZ,

President of the'Noil Service Com/aeries, New York Cily.

The Municipal Civil Service Commission is deeply interested in re-
cruiting trained public servants for the government of the city. It
makes u considerable difference in the type of candidate if he has
been trained in a cram school or in an institution with high educa-
tional ideals. When one considers such a service as the city of
New York, with its 65,570 classified employees under the jurisdiction
of the commission, with 21,631 applicants for positions in the com-
petitive service in the past nine months, small wonder that a large
number of schools have grown up under private auspices which pre-
pare these candidates and which do a flourishing business. Some
of these schools have high standards, but many are animated purely
by business considerations and can be characterized s cram-factories.
That manyethrive is an indictment. against our in lic educational
system. If public schools and particularly high sch s and colleges
were alive to their responsibility they would, with t sacrificing
thhir educational ideals, equip public servants by sup lying them
with the necessary training for positions. These priv to schools
meet a need which the public institutions have until very recently
neglected.

But the civil-service problem is not restricted to examination of
candidates before they enter the service. A vast and neglected field
of Avil-oprvir66 atiminiatratinn rals'haa hs crulvar.;.;6,66 II.. 6.61.66_, i 5 .6



icd after an employee has entered it The civil-service law of this
State of New York, which provides for promotion examinations
wherever practicable, is typical of nearly every civil-service law in
the country. This provision is necessary to insure that dignified and
honorable career in the.public service of which President Eliot has
spoken. It is necessary to offer to those in the service a goal for
their ambitions, a step-by-step advancement which means not only
increased salaries but increased responsibilities, after an employee
has demonstrated both by his record and by his examination that
he has qUalified for them. It is therefore proper that training for
the public service should meet not only the needs of the city for
original entrance but for promotion as well

New York City, recognizing this need, has cooperated with New
York University and the College of the City of New York in a
scheme of offering courses to city employees at a very nominal fee,
which aim to equip them for the higher positions. They consist
not only of general theoretical training, but of practical work based
upon the duties of the "various positions. Mttny of them are given
in the Municipal Building. The government of the city has set
apart certain rooms in the building for lecture purposes. Fifty-one
such courses have been offered. They cover a very large field, from
engineering English to philanthropy, the higher mathematics, such
as algebra, plane geometry, solid geometry, trigonometry for engi-
peering, engineering drawing,. elementary surveying, advanced sur-
veying, mechanics, nomographic charting, elementary structural
detailing, elementary steel design, advanced structural design, ma-
sonry design and construction, reinforced concrete design and con-
struction, materials of construction and construction inspection,
production and use of engineering materials, water-supply engineer-
ing, sewerage and sewage disposal, highway engineering, engineering
estimates and costs, engineering features at municipal contracts,
technical electricity in laboratory Saturday afternoons, and advanced
electricity. These courses are obviously designed to train- employees
in the engineering service. Some of the courses for those engaged
in secretarial duties are as follows: English composition, advanced
English composition, secretarial duties, advanced stenography, and
stenotype. The accounting service is a very important one in our
complex municipal government. Therefore, courses are offered in
statistics, eepingpractice,- principles of accounting, accounting
practice, fund mounting, expenditure and revenue accounting, and
cost accountin There is also a course in the government of the city
of New York - nd in the municipal functions of the city. There
are courses in public speaking, Italian, French, German, Yiddish,
German reports, economics, municipal sociology and philanthropy.
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The fees are nominal. The lowest is $5 and the .highest is $20.
Where the greatest sum is asked, not less tlan 60 hours and up to
150 are given. The courses were carefully thought out. In 'the
language of the mayor, "The courses were carefully considered not
only by the.committee in charge but by the advisory committees,
consisting of those technically qualified to suggest desirable lines of
instruction in engineering and clerical subjects." The mayor re-
quested his department heads to call the attention of employees to
these courses and to seek their cooperation. Last year a few courses
were.given and have proved successful, and this year the elaborate
plan outlined by a committee of commissioners and educational
experts will be carried out if a sufficient number of employees are
interested.

This is a significant scheme for public ,training. It is significant
from the educational point of view because it is a practical applica-
tion of the pregnant truth that education is a preparation for life.
While the foundations for education are laid in the elementary school
and the educators may differ as to vocational training even in the
high schools, no progressive educators to-day reject the conception
that the colleges and the universities must train for a life career.
The life-career motive in education is beginning to receive the
adequate consideration it deserves. The vocational motive in educa-
tion has sometimes been interpreted in terms of manual training or
of trade education, but if it is expressed in terms of a li wotk
then the vocational conception of education assumes-a richer meaning.
The life-career motive gives to education a definiteness of end which
very materially affects the methods of education.

But there is an added reason for a life-career motive in education
to-day, because industrialism, and its child, the modern industrial
city, exacts specialization. So great is the need of specialization
to-day that many of the vocations have become highly specialized.`""
Specialization makes for efficiency and for that perfection of service
in the narrow field which is deemed essential. We need trained
specialists in the public service and, assuming a broad educational
foundation, these specialists should be trained early enough to
prevent waste of energy and to take cognizance of the economic
needs of the. students. This consideration is especially important
for urban universities. A university or a college which is supported
by the city attracts students from the middle classes, many of whom
come from the ..homes of artisans and workpeople. The student
body of the College of the City of New York, for example, does
not consist of scions of the rich, but of young !ten who are sent
thereby their parents at great sacrifice. These young men can not
afford to indulge in a purely liberal education too long. They must
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see some vocational' goal in view.. The College of the City of New
York has trained many teachers who are now serving in the public
schools of the city. If the college did not provide this life-career
motive for a great many of the students, some of the very best grad-
uates would not have been able to enjoy the privileges of the college.
The practical courses which the college is giving will enable more
students to prepare themselves for other careers than teachers.
The city will be able to recruit many of these highly intelligent and
serious-minded students who will be able to start a life career by
earning enough as a result of their college education. They can not
afford to indulge themselves in the luxury of a social college career;
they are compelled to be earnest by their economic necessities. There-
fore, it is peculiarly fitting that the urban universities and colleges
supported by the people should offer the students an opportunity -
for sound theoretical and practical training. The urban universities,
therefore, have an opportunity for training leaders in democracy;
they can attract tha serious bodies of students who can not afford to
pay even the small tuition of an average private institution. They
live near their schools and are thus relieved of the added expense
of board and lodging. Many of the more gifted young men from
the poor classes are thus enabled to take advantage of a college
education.

The urban universities become in the truest sense of that term
training colleges for leaders in a democracy, for they offer equal
opportunities to the gifted sons of the people to equip themselves
for such leadership.. There is a growing need for trained public
servants in the Government, for the modern industrial city has
created a condition of interdependence which makes the individual
dependent upon the action of the State for many of the most essential
conditions of living. The industrial city is an Organic fact which'
has led to an organic conceptionof life. Imagine the helplessness
of a tenement dweller if a city government did not have a division
of food inspection to inspect the milk which he buys, or a tenement
department to inspect the sanitary conditions of the houses he must .
live in. These essential conditions of life can only be socially con-
trolled; therefore, government has become more and more socialized,
as a :milt of which the city government and city deptitments have '
expanded their functions and have become a positive instrument for
social welfare. The city now provides for many of the social condi-
tions of life which were heretofore the concern of private individuals
or private groups. The city, therefore, needs trained social aervanta

A progressive government like the city of New York requires
social investigators in the charity departments, playground attend-
ants in the park department, probation officers in the courts, attend-
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since officers in the schools, tenements inspectors 'in the tenement
house department, etc. Therefore, with the growing socializing of
government new opportunities are offered for trained public eery-
ants and the urban universities are equipped both in plant, in their
teaching staff, and in the education ideals which animate them to
provide such trained public servants. They are the natural coopera-
tors with city departments for apprenticeship during their educa-
tional training. The city university becomes the symbol, of our
modern civilization.

N

V. SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS OF TYPICAL URBAN'
UNIVERSITIES:

Some of the charter members filed reports of their cooperative
work last year' and these reports were printed in Bulletin, 1915,
No. 38. New members and those who were not represented the last
tithe were invited to send accounts of their work for this publica-
tion. Opportunity was also given for a modifidation of the first
descriptions, to bring them up to date. Th following are the re-
sponses received.

MUNICIPAL UNIVERSITY OF AKRON.

By PARKE R. KOLBE, PreSilleEt.

The report of last year may be supplemented with the statement
that we are further developing various forms of cooperation with
the city departments.

The city's testing work is carried on entirely in the laboratories
f the university, under the direction of a department called the

bureau of city tests. Here is done the chemical testing of supplies
p rchased by various departments, bacteriological testing for the

d of health and local physicians, and physical testing of paving
brici,.ippient, etc.

Th department of political science. and sociology is cooperating
with e board of health and the "charibt organization society in
using udents as workers and investigators in the city; also with
the bu u of municipal research in the study .of city departments.
One of the fields now in prospect is that of training for public serv-
ice. It is hoped eventually to establish a cooperative course for this
purpose in connection with the department of political science, the
engineering college, and the bureau-of municipal research.



'A step in advance has been taken by the establishment of a com-
bination course in cooperation with the board of education, between
the university and the city normal school for the trifining of teach-%
ers. Graduates of this course will receive preference in appointment
to positions in the city school system.

Akroni being the center of the rubber industry, offers opportunity
for specialization in the chemistry of rubber at the municipal uni-
versity, which possesses the only fully equipped college laboratory
for this purpose in the country.

The college of engineering is cooperating with nearly, a dozen
factories of the city where its students work in alternating two-week
periOds, also with various contracting firms and railroads. The _

college.has also been active in the investigation of paving conditions
in the city and has published a detailed report on the subject at the
request of the city council.

Extension work is being carried on by means of a course of lectures
offered by the university -faculty to a number of clubs and organi-
zations in the city. Late afternoon and evening classes have recently
been organized and offer the opportunity for college work to teach-
ers, employed persons, and citizehs in general.

BROWN UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

By .TAMER Q. DEALP:T.

Protestor of Social and Political Science.

Brown University is a private institution and -derives no part of
its income from municipal or State appropriations. Aside from the
Rhode Island State College, at Kingston, there is no other institution
of higher training in R4de Island. The university, having a history
of 150 years, has profoundly affected the Stat4 'through its Man/
alumni prominent in eco mic and civic life and through the natural
influence exerted during hese years by the members of its faculty
on the community.

Within the past 25 yeiNs the university has to some extent laid
stress on the policy, of direct community service, and has slowly built
up a series of connections between the institution, and the city and
State. At first this activity took the form of extension lectures
given anywhere within the State; at present these are offered at
special times on the campus, primarily to teachers, but in fact to all
who care to register.

For 20 years a close connection has existed between the education
department of the university and the public-scho'ol uystem. Students
trained in educational courses are welcomed As visitors to, classes
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in the public schools, and selected persons are chosen to serve as
"pupil teachers" me half-time service with pay while completing
courses for the master's degree. AAliimited number of recommended
students who are preparing to become teachers may, by. special ar-
rangement, receive at State expense tuition scholarships while they
are candidates for advanced degrees. In addidon may be mentioned
an annual meeting on the campus of a teachers' association made up
chiefly of those in the State or vicinity who are interested in the
problems arising from the relations of.-the university to secondary
education.

Through the departiment of social science, students are brought in
contact with the various philanthropic agencies of Providence and
assist in their work or in making special surveys of social conditions.
These surveys regularly have in mind some concrete practical prob-
lem, and have been helpful in formulating plans for social .better-
ment. n political, science, students have acquired practical knowl-
edge two ways: (1) (lasses have been ferganized into conventions
for the urpose of preparing a city charter or a State constitution,
and (2) picked students have cooperated with: the State legislative
reference. bureau in the study of current legislation or with city
departments in respect to municipal questions. The economic de-
partment in a similar way uses its students in the investigation of
local and State civic economic studies. The department of biblical
literature cooperates with religious agencies for the better training
of Sunday-school teachers, in maintaining lecture courses on biblical
topics, and by offering courses a ming to prepare for churches social
workers:and educational directors.

A. great field of cooperation exists between the city and State and
the several departments of science. The department of biology
studies the conditions of the State shellfish industries and fisheries.
so as to conserve and build up these important sources of food supply.
Its study in respect to the rearing of young lobsters, for example,
has built 'up the Nation's supply of this important source of food.
Through its-bacteriological experts, also, it is in close touch- with
the health and mill departments in the State. The botanice depart-
ment is in close. touch with the botanical work of the public schaoIs
The National Government has te forestry laboratory on the campus, bl
so that an interest is developed in civic demands for information
re gelg shade trees, tree surgery, and reforestation, and depart -
men studies of the diseases of trees are done under the direction
of the division of forest pathology of the United States Department
of Agriculture. The.geological department assists in 'studies of soil
and geologic surveys, and its head is chairman of a State commission
on the conservation of natural resources. The astronomic depart-
ment furnishes official time to the entice city and at frequent stated
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intervals entertains at the observatory clasies from the public
schools. The engineering departments, electric, mechanical, and
civil, maintain intimate relations of cooperation with kindred activi-
ties in city and State, and frequent conferences are held, on the
campus and addresses given to students in these branches by practical
engineers. There are many other forms of cooperation that might be
emphasized, such as the cooperation of the art department with the
Rhode Island School of Design; the department of chemistry with
the State college and with the textile industries of the State, or the
many wave n which organizations of students cooperate with similar
organiza4:ons in the city or State.

already indicated, most of this activity has developed within
the last 25 years. The amount of it is stealily increasing, as mutual
needs arise and a cooperative interest develops. This growth in the
cooperative spirit has come about almost unconsciously under the
spirit of the times, and illustrates the inevitability of mutual rela-
tionships between a university with a civic spirit and a growing
community in need of expert information and suggestion. Last
spring this relationship was recognized by the appointment by the
faculty, at the suggestion of President Faunce, of a committee on the-
relations of Brown University to the community. It is expected that,
this committee will systematize, unify, and enlarge the extramural
work of the university so as to make it more effective.

UNIVERSITY OF DENVER, DENVER, COLO.

By GEORGE A. WARYIS1.1),

Dean of the School of Commerce.

Because of unusually close relations with the intellectual, social,
and' business life of the city the University of Denver is referred to
as Denver's Municipal University.

The extension college serves especially the teachers of the public
schools. Dr. Daniel E. Phillips taught the first class 18 years ago.
The next year he had a faculty of three. Now a corps of a dozen
or more teachers hold classes on Saturdays and on such afternoons-
and evenings as suit the largest number of students. This work is
not confined to teachers, but siness menand women, pastors, and
serious-minded people of occupations, attend in large numbers.
More than r,i5oo different ichers have attended these classes; 150
are now enrolled. Ever; ?school in the city has been strengthened
and enriched.

All the professional Colleges are closely allied wifji the profes-
sional men of the city. The Colorado College g Dental Surgery is
one of the strongest institutions of its kind in Me West. Its dental

-
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infirmary is completely equipped and always open for the use of the
public. More than 1/,004 patients are treated each year.

'Jie school of commerce, accounts, and finance gives college in-
struction in commercial and financial subjects. kvening classes meet
from 5.40 to 7.40, in the heart of the city. There is scarcely.a large
business office in Denver that is not represented by students. No
department of the institution has a more direct influence upon the :.
industrial and business life of Denver. The accountancy dispensary,
established in 1914, has done much practical :wink free of charge
for charitable, philanthropic, and religious societies of the city.
Members of the faculty of the school of commerce do much exten-
sion work for business men and women.. Courses are given in Eng-
lish, economics, money and banking, financial histpry of the United
States, and business problems. One class of 200 pupils in the local
factory of the Ford Motor Co. is studying the psychology of business
under the instruction of a member of the faculty. For several years
the classes conducted by the American Institute of Banking have
been under the instruction of members of the school of commerce
faculty. These courses have included business law, economics,
finance, American finanoial history, foreign and domestic exchange,
and the operation of the Federal Reserve Act.

The department of sociology has close relationship with the social
and charitable agencies of Denver. Students are encouraged to
work in settlements, make surveys and investigations, conduct classes
and clubs. A special school for the Americanization of adult for-
eigners is being conducted under the supervision of the depacfment.
In cooperation with otfier social workers of Colorado, a summer
school of civics and philanthropy was organized for the special
benefit of charity workers and city employees. At the request of
the city federation of charity this work is to be continued during
the next school year.

The department of physical education has had notable success in
cooperation with the city playground association. The university
furnished an unusually choice corps of young men and women,
well trained anti competent, to supervise the parks and playgrounds
of Denier.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.

By JINGEMIATI S. YOUNG,

Professor of Political ROUNCf.

The University of Minnesota is supported and controlled by the
State., Most of the colleges are located in Minneapolis, but the col-
lege of agriculture is located in a suburb of Si. Paul. The two plants
ire 8 miles apart, with an intercampus trolley connection. There is

tibn of more than half a million people within 20 miles of
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the university. This fact emphasizes the urban location of the insti-
tution.

In the college of science, literature, and the arts, the department
' of sociology has courses of lectures this year by three representatives

of charities and social-settlement organizations. The department
also sends a number of students for field work in connection with the
University Hospital service. Messrs. Crosgrave and James, under
the direction of Prof. John H. Gray, head of the department of '

economics, are conducting surveys in connection with the civic and
commerce association along the lines of unemployment. .;

The school of chemistry reports work in illuminating gas and water'
analysis. Indeed, the gas department of Minneapolis was organized
very largely by men in the school of chemistry. A considerable
amount of work along the line of testing paving material is being
done. The dean of the school entertains the hope that the chemistry
laboratory will be a place where all technical control work can be
done and where all disputes along industrial chemical lines between
the city and the contractor may be settled.

The activities of the graduate school are numerous. In 1913, when
Prof. AV. A. Schaper, of the department of political science, was a
member of the commission to prepare a draft of a charter for Minne-
apolis, he made a direct study on the ground of some important
exphiments in commission form of government, his expenses being
paid from the research funds. This enabled hlin to put at the dis-
posal of the city charter commission the results of his investigation.
The past year this same fund has been used to the extent of about
$800 to aid in a vocational survey of the city of Minneapolis. This
surrey was undertaken primarily by Prof. Prosser, headof the Dun-
woody Institute. This was a genuine piece of cooperative work, the
university representative investigating commercial educltion in Min-
neapolis. Mr. Gesell's monograph on Minnesota public utility rates
was published from the research funds. Certain studies are of
municipal interest, such as Mr. Lnmpson's " The Spread of Tuber-
culosis in Families," William Anderson's " The Work of Public

.

Service Commissions," and Prof. Weld's "Studies in Marketing and
Farm Products." This last study deals with such subjects as city
markets, live-stock markets of South St. Paul, milk distribution in

LMinneapolis and St. Paul, and food-supply prices in the iron-range
cities. In this connection should be mentioned the publications of
Messrs. McMillan and Shoop on " Concrete as a Structural Ma-
terial."

The college of education carries on extension and correspondence
courses, and enjoys the privilege of practice work in the city schools,
together with cooperative research with the city teachers. In this
connection it should be noted that something like 115 courses of
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special interest to city teachers are offered at convenient hours,
afternoons and Saturdays, with the local teachers -specially in
mind.

Many of the professors in the college of engineering render sere- -
ice for the city. Dean Shenehon is a member of the civic and com-
merce association committee on river development. Mr. Edward P.
Burch is chairman of the committee on the high dam. Prof. Bass
has been on the committee of public health. Prof. Cutler has been
a member of the committee on abatement of railway noises, while
many members of the faculty serve the city in technicalcivil- service
examinations for city appointments. The college of engineering is
raising the standard of the subordinates in many offices of architeCts,
of workers in numerous industrial establishments, and in the offices
of-many practicing engineers.

The law school is engaged in a most interesting example of co-
'operation between the university law faculty and the associated
charities of Minneapolis. This cooperation is concerned with the
legal-aid bureau. The work is directed by a committee consist-
ing of tie president of the associated charities, the city attorney,

'and the can of the university law school. This committee appoints
a graduate of the law school at a stated annual salary. lie acts as
the attorney for the bureau and is also an instructor in practice in
the law school. Two members of the senior class of the law school
are assigned each week the duty of being present in the office of the
legal-aid bureau trom 1 to 6 p. m. each day. The students thus
assigned are required to talk with vlients as they come into the of-
fice and endeavor to determine in such conference -the facts and the
rights of the case and then report in writing to the attorney of
the bureau, giving him the advice they think necessary in the cir-
cumstances. The attorney confirms or modifies the proposed adviee.
It usually happens that it is possible to settle these cases outside Of
court, but if no satisfactory settlement can be made, the student
reporting the case will prepare, under the guidance of the bureau
attorney, to institute such proceedings as may be necessary to secure
the rights denied his client. At least once during each week one
or more of the members of the law faculty visit the office of the
legal-aid bureau and supervise the work. At the end of each week
the attorney of the bureau makes a report of the two students to
the law faculty. From April 15 to December 31, 1918, this bureau
handled 1,039 cases and made collec n of petty claims amounting
to $4,184.95. Vrom April to Nove r, 1915, 2,554 cases were han-
dled and $5,255.60 collected. This is a distinct piece of cooperation
between the university and the city.

the university maintains two extension depart cents, one at the
. agricultural college, whose activities are confined too he rural. parts
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of the State, and the other, the general extension division on the
main campus, the bulk of whose work is done iv Minneapolis and
St. Paul through the evening extension classes. The work of the
general extension division falls under three main heads: College
courses, business courses, and engineering courses. The registration
in 1914-15 wigs as follows:

Re ixtration in the general ezlenRion fliviAimi, 191'1-15.

ourses, . If Inneapo-
lis. St. Paul.

Collegiete courses
8111 218IlusIness courses 1,01 426Engineering courses 311 16

These classes are conducted not only on the university campus, but.
also in the City Hall, the Public Library, and some of the school-
houses. In St. Paul the work is done in cooperation with the St.
Paul Institute. In addition to-the classes conducted in the Twin
Cities, the 'general extension division conducts illasses in Duluth, St.
Cloud, Winona, Albert Lea, Austin, and Northfield. The total regis-
lration of the towns above mentioned for the year was 3,350, or
2,508 different individuals. So far as possible, the general extension
diviSion has avoided duplicating the night-class work of the public
schools, the Y. M. C. A., the Dunwoody Institute, and the St. Paul
Institute. These institutions give elementary work for the most
part, while the extension division gives the more advanced work,
the effort being made to confine it to work of college grade. In
addition to the class work, the division has-been sponsor for courses
of lectures in the Twin Cities. One notable series was that dealing
with the European war and was given in the Central High School.
Other lectures have been furnished for clubs, societies; and even for
ward organizations. Another form of activity is through the league
of Minnesota municipalities and the municipal reference buresu.
During the year ending August 1. 1915, 80 villages and cities 'sent
specific inquiries to the general extension division. In addition to
this, there were over 200 letters of inquiry received from outside
the State. The municipal reference bureau compiles statistics, makes
researches, and furnishes information of all kinds to city officials.
Moreover, it draws up model ordinances and makes itself useful in
every way possible to officers of these municipalities.

The medical college renders a distinct public service through the
hospital and dispensary. It is hoped to develop a closer working
relation'with the City hospitals.

The college of agriculture carries on many activities that, intended
primarily for the raral population, .still have a fairly direct bearing
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upon-urban life. The university ads the civil-service commission of
Minneapolis in many ways, not only in planning examinations and
improving the methods of rating papers, but in gratuitously placing
alkthe disposal of the commission the use of the gymnasium for
examinations for firemen, the blacksmith shop at the ity farm
for the examinations for blacksmiths, the dairy laboratory for the
examination of milk inspectors, and the use of the university equip-
ment for examinations for various architectural and drafting

, positions. ,

,This brief survy shows that the university oonducts many differen-
tiated lines of activity because of its urban location.

s.

'SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, SYRACUSE, N. V.

By Ross JEWELL, Registrar.

In recognition of contributions toward campus improvement
amounting to $20,000, the privileges of the 100-acre campus, with
its notable rose garden, has been extended to the people of Syracuse.
The music department gives free monthly recitals, the painting
department two free exhibitions annually, and the medical college
has a course in public health. The hospital has 150 beds, and a free
dispensary has just been built. The professors of the several col-
leges speak before Many city audiences, and expert services are fre-
quently rendered Otitis. The Young Women's Christian Association
does city- extension work, and 25 of the students have Sunday-school
classes in one of the orphan homes. The university settlement is
doing good work. ,We plan to open a night schoolnext September.

WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY.

In his last report to the trustees President Thwing enumerated
the following direct services which his institution renders to the
community :

In the first place, members of the faculty act as experts for public
enterprises. The head of the department of biology identifies min-
eral and fossil specimens for those who make application, and also
reports upon. such matters as the rock structures underlying those
portions of the city which now yield natural gas. He also assists
the State biologist in investigating the Cleveland gas field p, thus
saving the Government thousands of dollars which might otaerwise
be spent in unnecessary drilling. The head of the political science

\department served the city and State in lika ways.
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He was largely responsible for the framing and passage of the home-rule
amendment of the Ohio constitution. He assisted materially in framing and
getting passed a model municipal charter law in this State. Also, he advised
several 'cities In the framing of their charter under the homerule amendment.
He was a member of the charter commission of Cleveland. He is president of
the council of sociology and a member of the board of directors of the city
club.

Other members df the department of political science are giving
similar expert advice to various leagues and legislative bodies. The
head of the department of sociology serves as vice chairman of the
housing committee of the chamber of cammerce. He and other
members of his department net on numerous committees which are
rendering effective Oh) along sociological and philanthropic lines.
The head of the department of .chemistry of the college of women is
serving on the filtration committee, and the head of the history
department of the same college is on the executive committee of the
civic league and Goodrich Social Settlement.

The department of romance languages is lending its efforts to
cooperate with the Alliance .Francai,se in the extension of a knowl-
edge of French outside the student body. Members of the . various
departments in the school of medicine are actively associated with
the recent movement in the community for the study of eugenics.
They a'so give expert advice to the authorities of the city in charge
of the zoological collection concerning the care of animals. A mem-
ber of the department of hygiene is city bacteriologist and also a
member of the filtration commission.

The following communication, addressed to the trustees and quoted
in the president's report, may It pr9phetic of some future develop-
ment in dirt service of a cooperative character:

Representing the will and wishes of 1S philanthropic organizations of Cleve-
land, we respectfully present the following for your consideration

For at least 10 years there has been a growing conviction among the various
public- welfare workers that there is la Cleveland a need and an opportunity
forit school to teach sociological sciences. From time to time, as your president
can relate to you, this need has been discussed by those interested in all lands
of welfare work, and plans for such a school have been considered. The recent
increased demand for public and social service workers and the trarcIty of
tutored or practically trained candidates for these positions have compelled
philanthropic organizations to give temporary courses of Instruction that their
workers might be at least partially- trained; however, such courses. have uni-
formly proven entirely inadequate, and no other result was ever expected.
This condition and the constant stream of applications from high-grade, edu-
cated, and suitable, but entirely untrained persons for positions to, do. any and
all kinds of social work have made these pleas for such a school more numerous
and more emphatic.

Cleveland, with its great and varied' business activities, its cosmopolitan
population, and its rapid growth, is a fitting place to teach the sociologic'
sciences and to train In social work. No informed Clevelander will admit
that any city has on the whole more advanced, varied, or active PhlinnthrOPIC
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institutions, municipal or private, or a more efficient fabric of social organiza-
tions working for the common welfare; and it is justly so. Therefore, no city
offers greater opportunity for desirable practical experience, for popular exten-
sion courses, for properly supervised survey or original research work ; no
city has better material to study or from which to teach. Reserve has the
necessary standing and prestige to attract, properly prepared students to
sociologic courses carrying university credits and leading to degrees. Ite.
serve also has the confidence and the friendship of every social institution
of Cleveland; so Mil practical extension courses could be given in co-

operation with each and all of such institutions, and opportunity given to
prepare for any special field of work,. Such-a combination of courses, academie,
practical, liberal, we believe, would constitute a school in harmony with, but
in advance of, the recent trend of sociologic teaching, and one more popular
because more practical and of more value to promote public welfare, than the
older established conventional schools of 'philanthropy.

We do, therefore, respectfully and earnestly ask that you give serious con-
sideration to the needs of and the opportunitiei for such a school In Cleveland,
and to the organization of this school as a part of Western Reserve University.

As a result of deliberations concerning this communication, the
school of applied social sciences was organized; woyk will begin Sep-
tember, 4)16.

Pv,



. UNIVERSITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICE: A BIBLIOGRAPHY, WITH SPE-
CIAL REFERENCE TO THE PROBLEMS, FIELD WORK, AND COM.
MUNITY DUTIES OF URBAN UNIVERSITIES.

By HARRY L RIDER,
IAbrory of Research in Gorentment Western Reserve l'aiverstty.

Akron, Ohio. Municipal university. Annual catalogue, 1st, 1914.
Foundation, p. 15-16; aim, p. 10 ; social science courses of study cooperation

with the city, p. 84-85; College of Engineering, p. 110-111; Department of Civic
Cooperation, p. 138-140.

Annual catalogue, 2d, 1915.
Foundation, p. 15-16; aim. p. 15; Department of Civic Coopemtfe, p. 141-143.

Ordinance accepting the Offer of the trustees of Buehler to transfer
and convey the entire property, assets, and endowments of said college to
the city of Akron for a municipal university.' Ordinance No. 4050, ap-
proved August 25, 1913.

Ten reasons for the establishment of a municipal university In Akron,
Aley, R. 3. Function of the university. In National Conference on Universi-

ties and Public Service. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 27-30.
The need of the university to enlarge its vision and Its course of study.

American Political Science Association. Committee on practical training for
public service. Preliminary report. Also in American Political Science
Review (supplement), 8:301-856, February 1914.

Investigation Into the present efforts of cooperation between university and ma.
.nicipality in training public servant, looking toward future advancement.

Proposed plan for training schools for public service, 1914.
Association of Urban Universities. See National Association of Municipal

Universities. .
Atkinson, F. M. Civic university constitution and Its reform. English Re-

view, 15: 294-305, September 1913.
Commentary on the government of 'dole universities in England.

Ayer, F. E. Akron pavements, a reporttof an investigation made by the mu-
nicipal university'of Akron, 1914.

An. example of university service to a municipality.
Baskerville, C. College of the City of New York. In National Association of

Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st, 19141 p. 64-66.
cooprative work ; municipal students ; investigations ; training for municipal

service.

Beard, C. A. Methods of training for' public service. BcIK101 and Society,
2:904 -911, December 25, 1915.

New York City as a political science laboratory. fie National Confer-
1.t. 1914.care on Universities and Public Service

The opportunities in 'New York for the study of municipal government.
45424'-16--6
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Begird, t'. A. Problem of training for the public service. New York. Bureau of
.51unicipal*Research, 1915. p. 5-14. (Municipal Itesearch, No. 68, De-
cember, 1915.)

Outline of difficulties In organization of training for public service with con-
clusions as to changes necessary.

Shadow and the substance. Public Seriant, February 1916, p. 1.
States necessity of academic credit so basis for real advance to training for

public service.

Training for efficient public service. American Academy of Political
and Social Science. Annals, 64: 215-226, March, 1916.

Benner, R. C., cd. Papers on the effect of smoke on building materials. Pitts-
burgh, 1913. (University of Pittsburgh. Mellon Institute of Industrial
Research and School of Specific Industries. Smoke investigation bulletin,
No. 6.) Yd

Investigation as to the waste caused by smoke in Pittsburgh.
Binkerd, It. S. New educational development. In National Conference on

Universities and Public Service. Proceedings,"lst, 1914. p. 161-182.
The interrelation of theory and practice.

Blackman, F. W. City manager a new career in public service. In National
Conference on Universities and Public Service. Proceedings, 1st, 1914.
p. 274-279.

University training for city managers; establishment of permanent public
service under this plant

lirelthut, F. E. Report of the committee of the College of the City of New
York on municipal service survey. New York. Bureau of Municipal Re-
search, p. (Municipal Research, No. 08.)

Buchner, E. F. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. In National As-
, sociation of Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 50-52.

Efforts of Johns Hopkins University at cooperation in the study of community
problems.

Burris, W. P. Opportunity of a municipal university in relation to the city
schools. School and Society, 1 : 295-3110, February 27, 1915.

Interdependence of school system and university in Cincinnati.

Responsibility of n munietpff1 university in relation to the city schbols.
In National Association of Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st, 1914.
p. 27-33.
,The service of the municipal uniyerstty In training teachers.

oeirritt, B. B. Occuptition of college graduates. In National Conference on
Universities and Public Service. Proeeedings, 1st, 1914. p. 85-88.

The cnging profeasipna of college-trained men.lmi

Butler, N. ie. Suggestions and recommendations of committee on
training for public service. Public Servant, Maich 16. p. 27-30.

Carpenter, W. H. Privately endowed universities. In National Conference on
Universities and Public Service. Proceedings, 1st, 1914:. p. 169-175.

The opportunities in community service by every American university.
Public service of Columbia university officers. 'Columbia University

Quarterly, 16: 169-182, March 1914.
Report on public service of the faculty of Columbia University.

Chamberlain, J. P. Training fon public service. Survey, 33 : 201-202, No-
vember 21, 1914. o

A letter regarding training for public service as outlined. by R. A. Fitzpatrick
. (4. v.). taking issue with details as to method but agreeing on the main issue.

Cincinnati. Municipal reference bureau, iTniveralty of Cincinnati. What it
is, what it does, bow it works. (19151

OM
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Cincinnati, University of. Announcement of the cooperative courses. Col-
lege of Engineering, 1912-1918.

Annual catalogue, 1913-1914. University of Cincinnati Record, Jan-
uary 1914.
Foundation, p. 87-41. Municipal reference bureau. p. 44. College for teach-

ers, p. 144. Cooperative system, p. 165-187. Hygiene, p. 248-244.

Annual catalogue, 1914-1915. University of Cincinnati Record, Jan-
uary 1915.
Foundation, p. 87-41. Municipal reference bureau, p. 44-45. College for teach-

ers. p. 152. Cooperative system, p. 175-178. Ilygiene, p. 253.

Annual report of the president, 1907.
Municipal university, p. 5-8.
College of engineering--cooperative,courses. p. 12-16.

Condition and history ()fa university in 1912, including a sociological
study of the student body. Iversity of Cincinnati Record, August 1913.
Cooperation in the city departmenta, p. 18. Municipal exhibit, p. 18. Study of

the student body, p. 18-81.

Cooperation In education at the University of CincInnatL 1908.
From the annuptireports of 1908; describes the cooperative work in the college

for teachers and the college of engineering for tbe city.

Especially : City universities, p. 11-14 ; cooperative engineering course, p. 45-50;
cooperation with the public' schools, p. 58-82.

Educational system. [1915.]
Chart showing departments of Cincinnati educational ayatem from public hinder-

lartens to Fradnate 'school, including bureau's of municipal reference. vocational

service, psychological research. and affiliated organisations like the City Club.

-- Education and cOoperation In Cincinnati.
Deacriptive pamphlet concerning the achool aystem of Ctncinnati from the grades

to the univeralty, and of other educational institutions of the city.

Exhibit of the University of 4C'incinnati. 1912.

Pamphlets of charts shown at the Budget Exhibit, illustrating cooperative work
of the university.'

--- How the universit
Three charta. with explanation&

-- How the university serves the city. 1913.
flome facts from the exhibit of the University of Cincinnati at the municipal

university.

tunicIpality owns university of nation-wide prominence.
Reprint of newspaper article. Describes the municipal universityof Cinclusatl.

Municipal -university. .1911.

Income of the city, p. 8-10. College and the city, p. 12-18.

lktunicIpal university devoted to the advancement of liberal and tech-
nical learning and to the service of the people of Cincinnati. July 1912.

Bulletin of Information.

---- Organization knd stations of cooperative work. [1914.1
Map showing 95 stations.

e city. [1911.]

Our municipal courses. City College Quarterly, biareh 1918.-
-- Progress of the university. 1900.

Needs of the university, p. 17-24.
Progress of the university and lie neosis.

Progress of the university, p. 11-18.

Service of the university to the city and Its institutions. 1918.
Service of some of he departments. p. 9-11. litztranntral work, p. 11-15. Aftl-vs I Al sum 1 wafalwamea Isalmukts p. 114-.111
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CMcinnati, University of. Service of the university to the city and the annual
reports of the officers for 1913. University of Cincinnati Record, July 1914.

Passim, especially: Service of some of the departments, p. 12-14. Rxtramnrol
work of the university, p. 14-16. Municipal reference bureau, p. 18, 59-80.

Service of the university to the city and the annual reports of the
officers, 1914. University of Cincinnati Record, October 1915.

Pasaim, especially : Municipal reference bureau, p. 15-16, 70-77; bureau of city
tests, p. 17, 80-82; evolution of cooperative system, college of engineering, p.

Sociological study of the student body.
Brief statement of the investigation of the student body. ' See fuller 11CCOUIlle4

elsewhere in this list
Study of the student body.

A full account of courses to train those in the employ of the City of New York.
By Frederick B. Robinson, director of the division of vocational subjects and civic
administration.

Claxton, P. P. Cooperative methods in education. In National Association of
Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st. 1914. p. 18-25.

The municipal university and its problems.
Public service as a career. In National Conference on Public Service.

Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 83-65.
Compares mod,rn needs with old traditions.

Sound educational Principle. In National ',otiferente on Public Service.
Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 22-23. I

Lays down the fundamental principle that practical experience added to theory
leads to a sounder educational policy.

Clevenger, J. F. Effect of the soot in smoke,on vegetation. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research andAchool of Specific Industries,
1913. (Smoke investigation bulletin, No. 7.)

Illustrated. Investigation ail to the injury to trees caused by the smoke nuisance
in Pittsburgh.

Cockayne, C. Civic universities in Great Britain. In National Association of
Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st. p. 33-137.

Brief historical account of the seven British municipal universities: Birming-
ham, Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield, Bristol, National University of Ireland, and Bei-
fart.

Colby, E. Call to battle. in National Conference on Universities and Public
Service. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 24-26.

Describes the change in university education.
Colibge of the City of New York. Annual catalogue. Statement concerning

municipal. students and the evening session.
Department of chemistry. September 1912.

Introductory statement, p. 5-6. .

FaCts for students seeking a. colleghlte education. 1912.
History, p. 59-64.

Report of the committee on municipal service survey. December 31,
1915.

Report of ways in which the college might be of service to the New York city
government, (1) In pleparing future employees; (2) in improving efficiency of
present employees,

. Columbia Univeisity. Committee on training for public service. Report,
March 27, 1915,

Arrangement of courses for training for public service.
Cooke, M. L. Cooperation of the University of Pennsylvania and the Philadel-

phia department of public works. Its National Conference on Universities
and Public Service. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 191-197.

The west of the 17alvereiti K Pesaqiyasia In Philadelphia.
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Coulter, J. M. University and research. University of Chicago Magazine. '
8: 93-05, January 1916.

Crecraft, E. A. Municipal reference library. National Municipal Review,
2: 614 652, Obtober 1913.

Includes municipal reference libraries of universities :Wisconsin, Kansas, Il linoli,
A ClncinnatL

1 urtis, M. M. Does Cleveland need a university? 1915. [Typewritten.]
Cutting, R. F. Democracy and a trained public service. In National Confer-

ence on Universities and Public Service. let, 1914. p. 117-119.
Training as an additional qualification for effyierft public service.

Dabney, C. W. Movement for the modern city university in Germany. In
National Association of Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st, 1914.
p. 87-42.

Brief historical account of the development of German municipal universities :
Frankfort-am-Main, Dresden, Cologne. Dlisseldorf, Hamburg, and municipal train-
ing schools in Cologne, Berlin, and Dtisseldorf.

- , Movement for the modern city university in Germany. School and
Society, 1 :150-154, January 30, 1915.

Description of German city universities, with emphasis on the municipal univer-
sities. .

Municipal university. Journal of Education. 81 : 368-369, April 8,
1915.

Municipal university. in National Association of Vunlelpai Universi-
ties. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 7-15.

The need for the municipal university and its relation to other city departments
and Institutions.

-Municipal university. Reprinted from the National Association of
State Universities, 1914, v. 12.

Explains the service of the municipal university to the municipality.
Municipal university. School and society, 1 : 73 -80, January 16, 1915.'

Compares the advantages of the municipal over the city university and its co-
operative facilities with the city government.

Municipal university and its work. In National Education Aisocia-
tion, 1912. p. 773-780.

Describes the UniveriOty of Cincinnati and Its cooperation with the city.
- Study of the student body of the University of Cincinnati, a munici-

pal Institution. National Municipal Review, 3 : 68-77, January 1914.
A sociological study of the student body.

University of Cincinnati. In National Association of Municipal Uni-
versities. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 56-58.

Public service of the University of Cincinnati. Department of social science,
Mlinicilial reference bureau, City testing bureau, Industrial survey.

Daly, J. University of Cleveland. Cleveland Plain Denier, February 22, 1914.
Dewey, J. Educational principles involved. in National Conference on Uni-

versities and Public Service. PrOceedings, let, 1914. p. 219-254.
Discusses need for training for public service, with methods of coordinating

theory and practice.
Dilsseldorf a municipal college. National Municipal Review, 1:308 -307, April

1912.
Describe% new school for training municipal (tickle. See also same magasine for

April 1914 and July 1913. ,
Duggan, S. P. College of the City of New York and community service. In

National. Conference on Universities and Public Service. Proceedings, 1st,
1914. p. 156-160.____. ,_ ___ ____

Th. OP:m.0'41des for community service in New York.
`A.
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Duncan, R. K. Industrial fellowship of the Mellon institute. Science, n. s.
89:072 -678, May 8, 1914.

F..M. Herman Schneider. System, 23:48-49, January 1913.
Biographical sketch of the dean of the engineering department of the University

t- of Cincinnati, who proposed the half-time plan of work and schooling.
Fe&lows. G. E. Millikin University, Decatur, Ill. In National Association

of Munkipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 54-55.
Proposed cooperation between university and a small city.

Fjnley, J. H. Man and the job. 1910. Reprinted from City College Quarterly.
Training for the city's young men is the function of the city college.

Spoken word. 1910. Reprinted from the City College Quarterly.
New York City CollegedemocraCy's schooL

Thirtieth man. 1911. Reprinted from the City College Quarterly,
October 1911.

One of every 30 men is a public servant. Education of young men of the city
should include training for service to the community.

Fitzpatrick, E. A. Institute of political and administrative research. School
and Society, 3: 449-452, March 25, 1910..

Introduction. In National Conference on Universities and Public
Service. Proceedings, lst., 1914. p. 9-10.

Explains purpose in the organization of this new association.
National program for training for public service. Public Servant, Feb-

ruary 1916. p. 3-9.
Plan for a university extension department. Madison, Wis., Society

for the Promotion of Trainiiii for Public Service, August 1915.
Progress of the movement for training for public service. Public

Servant, March 1916. p. 19-26.
Describes recent phases of the movement in the University of Illinois, University

of Minnesota, Columbia University. University of Pennsylvania. University of Wis.
cousin, University of Missouri, University of Vermont, New York University, Uni-
versity of Texas.

Universities and training for public service. Survey, 32:0144315, Sep-
tember 19, 1914.

The secretary of the committee on practical training of the American Political
Science Association discusses the problem of training for public service by the
universities.

University training for public service. American Political Science
Review, 8:074-679, November 1914.

Argues that practical training for public service should- be conducted as a part
of university work.

Foltz, E. B. K. Federal civil service Ts a twireer. New York, Putnam's Sons,
1909.

College graduate In public life, p. 807-319.
Foster, W. T. Reed College, Portland, Oreg. In National Association of

Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 58 -01.
Cooperative studies: Motion picture shows, Unemployed, Faculty membership In

vie* commissions, Health bureaus, Social hygiene society. Establishment of clearing
house for social, moral, economic, and political progress.

Oephart, W. F. Washington University, 8t. Louis, Mo. In National Associa-
tion of Municipal Universities, Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 55-50.

Cooperation between university AO city, especially In school for social workers.
special Investigations, etc.

Oilbertson, H. S. City managership--a new career in public iervIce.. In
National Conference on Universities and Public Service. Proceedings, lit,

.1914. p. 80 -112.
University training of city managers, p. Dismission, D. 96-112.
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(Inman, D. C. Launching of a university and othdt papers; a sheaf of remem-
brances. New York, Dodd, Me lid & Co., 1906.

Chapter 14. Research, p. 235-251; chsper 15, Lawn of a university in the
Western Reserve, p. 253-277. especially p. 287.

Cray. J. H. Public administration and practical training for pubUj service.
In National Conference on Universities afiti Public Service. Proceedings,
1st, 1914. p. 46-56.

Reciprocal benefits of training for public service to city and university.

Greenough. M. B. Automobile as a factor In highway construction and main-
tenance. [Ohio] Motorist, December 1914. p. 5-11.

Descsibes traffic census taken by students in civil engineering in Case School of
Applied Sciences, Cleveland.

Gruener, H. Progress of water filtration, with special reference to Cleveland.
Western Reserve University Bulletin, 10: 159-171, November 1913.

Investigation as to methods for securing a pure water supply for the city of
Cleveland.

Haldane, R. B. Civic university. Hibbert Journal, 11: 233-254, January 1913.
Also reprinted, May 1913.

An address to the citizens of Bristol, with mention of German and British mu-
nicipal universities. Describes the functions of n modern city university: " Univer-
sities [are) becoming IncreasIngry prominent in all municipal functions of a public
character."

Civic university. Nature, 90:22:x2'_'6; October 24, 1912.
Extracts from Viscount lialditne's address.

Hamilton, F. W. How can class gifts to universities be made to emphasize
the social function of the university and to stinminte training for public
service? School and Society, 3: 445-449, March 25, 1916.

Harper, W. R. Trend In higher education. Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1905.

Chapter 9, Urban university. p. 156-100.

Hasse, A. It. Schools giving instruction in municipal administration in Ger;
many. National Municipal Review, 3:402-443, April 1914.

A list of German schools for training city officials.

Heaton, J. P. School for mayors. Survey. 27: 1340-1341, December 9, 1911.
Discusses work of the Bureau or Municipal Research, New York, N. Y.

Hicks, F. C. Ideal municipal university. In National Conference on Univers! .
ties and Public Service. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p. 120-125.

The ideals of the University of Cincinnati.

Holcombe, A. N. Harvard point of view. In National Conference on Universi-
ties and Public Service_ Proceedings, lst, 1914. p. 255-200.

Practical training for public service, with discussion as to Univendly credit,
p. 255-259.

Discussion, p. 200-200.

Horne, C. F. Sons of the city. Outlook, 104:706-712, July 20,1913,
Describes college of the. City. of New York--" New York City's most important

nianufsctory . . . (whose product is] citizens."

Hotchkiss, W. .F.. Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. in Nati (Mal Asso-
ciation of Municipal Universities. Proceviings, 1st, 1914. p. 62-64,

Participation of this university in affairs of the community.

How the universities are helping. American City, 9:401-402, NoS.ember, 1918.
Describes- One examples of increasing interest of American naversities in co-

operative community work, Cornell: Course in citisenship. Harvard: Sanitary
commission of Cambridge. University of Conforms: Bureau of municipal ref-
erence.

_ _
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James, R. J. Professional training for Important positions in the public serv-
ice. In National Conference on UnivecsIties and Public Service. Proceeil-
Ingo, 1st, 1914. p. 269-273.

Brief hiptorical account ; the German solution and the situation in the United
States.

James, H. G. Announcement of courses in municipal administration at the
University of Texas. Austin, University of Texas, 1914. (Municipal re-
search series, No. 3, September 5, 1914.)

University and the city, p. 5-R.
City's need, the university's opportunity. American City, 10:247-249.

March 1914.
Adapting university to community needs.

Training for public service at the University of Texas. In National
Conference on Universities and Public Service. Proceedings, 1st, 1914.
p. 198-220.

Describes the work of the University of Texasy in training men for the public
service, with accounts of the Texas Bureaof Municipal Research and the pro.,
posed school of municipal administration, p.

u\
198-205.

Dismission, p. 2043-220.

University training for municipal administration. Austin, University
of Texas, 1915. (Municipal research series, No. 11, August 20, 1015.)

The university as a' training school for public service.
Jenks, J. W. Cooperation between city. governments nail universities. National

Municipal Review', 3:764-766, 'October 1914.
Suggestions as to cooperative methods.

New York University, New York, N. Y. In National Association of
Municipal Universities. Proceedings, 1st, 1914. p.

Brief description of cooperation between city and university.
University professors helping governmenta brighter side. In Na-

tional Conference on Universities and Public Service. Proceedings, let,
1914. p. 57-59,

The Influence of the college professor in actual governmental affairs.
What a college of administration might do for New York. In National

Cronference on Universities and Public Service. Proceedings, lat, 1914.
p. 1441-155.

Describes the need of a college of municipal administration in New York City
for practicUl training of the city officials.

Kaiser, J. B. Lgw, legislative, and municipal reference libraries. Boston,
Boston Book Co., 1914.

Legislative reference in universities. p. 76-77. 232.
'List of municipal reference libraries, Including university bureaus, p. 251-261.
Municipal reference in universities. p. 243-245, 249n-245u,

Municipal reference libraries. Nation, 94: 109, February 1, 1912.
A letter regarding the establishment of municipal reference libraries in cities
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